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EDITO<RIALS
The Risen Christ Fades Out

T

HE spiritual poverty of the pulpit that has been
struck by the blight of Moderni'sm ts nowhere
so apparent as in what it has made of the great
Christian festivals.
Christmais, Good Friday, Easter-these great festive
days in the Christian Church calendar-have been
robbed of their glory by their subtle transformation
in the crucible of modernfotic theology. The tragedy
is only intensified by the fact that many Christian
people are apparently unaware of what really haJS
taken pJace. They still listen to the beautiful classic
phrases of the Scripture story bearing upon the
event's commemorated on these festive days, but as
they do so they do not seem to realize that their
essence is gone and only their husk remains.
Thi:s poverty finds its root-cause in the fact that
what Scripture claims to be the unique experience
and achievement of the divine, supernatural Christ
in these redemptive events, has been perverted by a
Christ-denying theology into a universal experience
of humanity. Christmas is made to stand for the
glorification of motherhood; or the beauty of helpless babyhood; or the essential divinity of .all human
birth with its marvelous possibilities·;-and the
majestic truth of the incarnation of the Son of God
once for all in the babe of Bethlehem is evapor.arted
into thin air. Good Friday is used as an occasion to
extol the hero-any hero-who, like Jesus, is ready
to die for his honest convictions; or the sufferer who
dies in behJaJf of others, like the soldier boy dying
for his country on the battlefield,-but the glorious
truth of the God-Man dying to atone for the sin of
His people is buried under bouquets of man's sympathy with human •acts of self-denial. And Easter in
the liberal pulpit is but .a reminder of the universal
truth, a truth which Plato and other noble pagans
proclaimed long before Christ ever lived, that man
by his very nature is immortal and that he will live
on even when his body ·decomposes.
The lilies, symbols of nature's returning life in
spring time, have crowded out in many an Easter
pulpit on many an Easter Day the living Christ, who
wias delivered up for our transgressions and raised
for our justification.
We need more than lilies on Easter Day. Lilies,
indeed, are bearntiful. God made them. They may
be viewed as symbols, indeed. But at best they 1a1re
only symbols of a universal process of returning life
in nature. They are not fit symbols of the only thing
that makes Easter EaiS:ter iflor the Cihristi1an-4he

breaking of the bonds of death by Him who 1s the
once-for-a1I Victorious One over sin, the root-cause
of man's death 1and doom.
We need more than the message of the lilies on
Easter morning. A process in nature or a univers·al
human experience ca111n:ot .save and comfort us in
the face of death. Only the living Christ can do that.
He has conquered death once for all. In Him death
has been swalJowed up in victory.
The Christian tastes real Easter joy and Easter
comfort when he has heard resounding in his soul
the deep echoes of the words of Christ: "I am He that
liveth, thiaJt live1th and was dead, and behold I am
alive for evermore. And I have the kevs of Hades
and of death." I am. I was. I am fore{rermore.
That means ain Easter which does not commemorate a mere universal human experience, but the
great achievement of the God-Victor over sin, death,
and the gmwe. That spells an Easter in which the
manger of Bethlehem and the cross of Calvary will
be seen in their true perspective : the perspective of
God's eternal drama of redemption-eternal in
divine purpose, but realized only in time, in history,
once for 1aH, in Bethlehem's manger, on Calvary's
'cross, in Joseph's garden.
And that .spells an Easiter in which not man, but
,God will receive all the glory.
C. B.

The Profit Motive
"DON'T you think our present economic problems
would be soJved if we would but eliminate the
profit motive?" This query so frequently and so
seriously put during the last few years is difficult
enough to cause anyone to pause and think.
Is it the profit motive alone that is to blame for
our present situation? Is the profit motive the only
manifesta!tion of human behavior through which and
in which the weakness, the in:ability, the sinfuJness
of human nature reveals itself? Are there not other,
undoubtedly relaited, factors in our economic life
that should receive consideration and blame? For
ex1a1111ple, ,the uneven development of the sciences,
particularly of the social sciences; our lack of underEtanding of the sciences of economics, finance, and
law; the consequent misunderstanding of or lack of
enforcement of moral obligations; the J-ack of application of religious ideals to intricate and as vet little
understood relations of life?
~
Let us: assume that the questioner presses the argument and comes back with 'the question, "If we but
get rid of the profit motive, won't we be getting rid
199
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of mo:st of the evils of our present system, won't we
be remedying the conditions just ref erred to?" Such
a questfon wouJd suggest another question in reply.
What is meant by the term profits? The economist
would distinguish between gross profits and pure
profits, the former, including the whole of the return
upon the enterpriser's venture into business, including
his own wages, interest, and rent; the latter referring
to that pialrt of his income that is left after all expenses including wages, interest, and rent, have been
met. Mo.st peopJe would perhaps regard the former
statement as representative of profits. Profits in that
sense could hiairdly be eliminated. (The possibility
or advisiability of eliminating interest and rent is not
considered here.) ,Should the desire to get that
"something extra" in addifi.on to a sum sufficient to
cover costs (namely pure profits) be eliminated?
What encourages this seeking of profits? one would
also be inclined to ask. The fact that businessmen
are not equally efficient, and, therefore, the hope of
the business man that he may prove to be more
efficient thiain others and thus make a profit; the possibility, further, of making money by manipulating
the prices of goods and securities by mergers and
otherwise; the chance also of making gains because
of the uncertJadnties of the market, seasonal, cyclioaJ,
etc.,:----<these are among the answers the economist
would give. Certainly such uncerfainties as just
mentioned should be eliminated as much as is possible, and competition should be mlade so fair, if possi ·
ble, that profits are noii monopoJy profits, or robbers'
profit's. If competition could be made keener and
fairer, pure profits would tend to become smaller
and smaller and only the other elements, wiages, interest, and rent would tend to remain.
But the questiorrer may object, "Competition cannot be made fair as long 1as enterprise is left to indi:
viduals guided by the profit motive. Individuals will
always find new ways of taking adVJaintage of their
fellows. The government shouJd take over all of
busine'E1s enterprise and thus remove the possibility
of individuals' working for a profit." But what
would happen if the government sought to eliminate
pvofits altogether? Chances for great personal gains
being gone, there might conceivably be less incentive
to greed, 1and more incentive ito cooperation, to more
regular, le·s1s wasteful production. This is not just a
bit of wild speculation, it must be admitted. Vl e may
make too much of the virtues of individualism and
not see the possibilities of some other method of
production. And, siurely .there are other motives to
economic 1activity than the profit motive. (Russia is
carrying on for the time being to a large extent without appealing to this motive.) But if there were no
longer opp:ortunity for the making of pure profits
there would still undoubtedly remain the desire fol,'
money in the form of wages or salarie\51. Would not
the Sialary motive differ from the profit motive only
in degree? Would there not still remain much of
the evil that is caused by the love of money?
The profit motive is condemned because it is re:Siponsilile for ruthless competition and was te. Should
it not be admitted also that it is responsible for getting much done, that it is responsible for much of
innovialtion and of discovery? It is condemned becaUJsle its satisfaction leads to the added evil --0f the
1
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love of power, or rather it is condemned because the
two are so frequently associaited. But would not the
aJttempt to root out the profit motive by government
ownership enhance the conditions under which the
motive to power could be expressed? Perhaps only
for the few, it is true. But there are only a few
leaders in our present industrial system who achieve
positionJsi where profit means substantial power. And
where 1a; small number are able to rise to positiorrs of
real power the cond:iJtions of the many may be as
unfortunate or more unfortunate under a no-profit
system than under a profit 1siystem.
Does it not seem that in ·the considerntion of this
query men are inclined to theorize from just one of
the factors in the present economic 1siituation to a
general and supposedly easy solution?
H. J. R.

Progressive--Not Liberalistic

·THEprogressive
new Calvinism in the Netherlands is of a
nature, because it recognizes the
value of continued study and because it is willing to
adjust itself to the new world in which we live, without, however, giving up its heritage of religious and
moml principles as they are embodied in the Scriptures and in the Reformed creeds. That this means
real progress has certainly been shown by the way
Dutch Calvinism has organized its own politioal
party and has more than once headed a cabinet,
even a coalition cabinet. It is also shown by the new
social organizations it has created and by the many
up-to-date works on social and economical problems
their leaders have published. Kuyper laid the foundations for a Christian philosophy of state and society, Bavinck for a Christian metaphysics, Woltjer for
a Christian aesthetics, Geesink for a Christian ethics,
Diepenhorst for a Christian economics. Many others
have written historical, scientific, and philosophical
papers which are contributions to the building up of
a Christian life and world-view. Dutch Calvinism is
far from being Biblicistic in the sense that it wants
to derive all truth from the Scriptures and from the
creeds only. It recognizes the v·alue of non-theological studies and1 of culture in general. It recognizes
the value of readjustment by its willingness to include natural and historical principles, and to drop
notions that stand in the way of true progress. No
progressive Calvinist, e. g., holds that Act 36 constitutes the only ground for governmental authority, or
will defend that social legislation and industrial democracy are semi-socialistic. True Calvinism is not
to he identified with Adam Smith, and with the Manchester school, or with any conservative Liberalism,
be it political, social, or philosophical. It stands for
the development of a life and world view built on
two revelations, and it gives a full share to God's
revelation in nature and history.
On the other hand, Calvinism has nothing to do
with the two-compartment philosophy which is at
present being defended by some English, American,
and German scholars. It does not believe that the
Bible contains only religious and moral principles,
and that for the rest of life reason is our guide. It
does not believe that Christianity is only a dynamic,
a force, an atmosphere, and that the Bible has no
definite, direct, and immediate bearing on the non1
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theological categories. It believes that the Bible con- thing healthful in the reaction against classical lines
tains also guiding principles for philosophy, poli- and scholastic rules. But 1as Scheffler points out, we
tics, economics, literature, art, natural science, and shall have to return to the sane realism of seventhat the Bible should be consulted by everyone for Lteenth century Dutch painters. Then foundations
his field of activity, personally 1and without forever were laid, and, lest we forget-by Calvinists. If
asking the theologians. If anyone contends th at the modern painting is willing to learn from Hals and
Scriptures bear only mediately, indirectly, and in- .Rembrandt, from Vermeer and De Hooch, from
definitely on non-theological problems, such a one is Ruysdaal and Cuyp, there will be a new tide whicl1
not in harmony with the new Calvinism of Kuyper may be lasting.
H.J. V. A.
and Bavinck. Calvinism is, therefore, the sworn
enemy of pantheistic Idealism, .Socialism, Commun- 'Vitalism in Literature
ism, Pacificism, beoause it contends that these sysHERE is a report from the Netherlands that a
tems are not only condemned by sound logic and
new movement is springing up in literature
common sense, but also by the Bible. It is no use to
be a Calvinist in church and! in the inner chamber, which may be the acme of the movement begun in
and to be a liberal in every-day life. Calvinism 1880. Through impressionism, expressionism, decawants to be progressive, but not at the cost of sacri- dence and neo-humanism we are now climbing the
ficing its orthodoxy and its Bible.
H. J, V. A.
heights of "vitalism," or "explosive neo-p1asticism,"
of which Jo Van Ammers~Kiiller's Rebel Generation
and Den Doolaard's Express from the East are the
The New Tide in Art
recent examples, transl1a.ted into English. This vitalCHICAGO lady felt so dissatisfied with the ism is characterized by up-to-date-ness, matter-ofrecent exhibitions on modern art in her native .fact-ness, awe-inspiring, exciting scenes, a revolucity that she is going to organize a society to make :tionary spirit, immoral tendencies, subtle attacks on
an end of non-sensical extremes. It is about time the orthodox religion, ethics and philosophy; and
that a protest is raised against the over-emotional, snappy, bold graphic language. However, we hear
the over-personal, the perversion ;and distortion of also of some new Calvinistic fiction that is vital,
lives, proportions and colors, the lack of unity and plastic, explosive, and worth the name of literature,
the emptiness of rational thought-not to speak of like Van Eerbeek's Gesloten Grenzen. We wo.nde.r
the sadistic and immoral. This does not me•an that whether not some orthodox talent would be· willing
we must of necessity return to the Greek line, to to translate some new Calvinistic prose and poetryabstract art, to the impersonal, to the intellectual, to iand some new Calvinistic sermons, like Wielenga's
the photographic, to the aoa:demic. There i<> some- Roar of the Lion.
H. J. V. A.
1
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Planned Conception
Religious and Nloral Aspects
Jacob

D.

Mulder~

S. B., M. D.

Superintendent and Medical Director of the Christian Psychopathic Hospital at Grand Rapids, Michigan

FTER a serious consideration of contraception, or
birth control, and a rather extensive reading of
A
literature considering different angles of this problem,
certain ideas have crystallized. It is these I desire to
place before you, not as my ultimate, unshakable conviction, but as my present view on this problem. I am
quite convinced that a deeply involved question as that
considered in this subject, can not be positively solved
or answered in th~s world of sin, misery, disease, and
defect. If anywhere, it is in this domain that the
word of Calvin, "Coram Deo" (I stand in the presence
of God), is the basis upon which not only each individual case must be judged, but also every individual
must decide the question for him or herself.
Current Teaching and Practice Immoral
Literature on the question of contraception conclusively proves that the outstanding propagandists are
also advocates of free love, and in general have little
appreciation for the sanctity of marriage and the
home. It further will be observed that many birth
control clinics are under supervision of people whose
life view has little consideration for absolute moral
standards. They advise almost exclusively on a utilitarian basis. Information is given to the unmarried

i.as well as the married, to the well as to the sick, to
those who come because of a dilemma that demands a
solution as well as to the woman who because of ease
and pleasure refuses to assume the burdens of childbearing and all it involves. Birth control, as generally
,taught and practiced today is, I believe, immoral and
.stands condemned by Biblical standards. ·
The Purpose of Marri,age
To elucidate my view on Planned Conception, I will
briefly consider the purpose of marriage as related to
conception.
Conception is a natural God-ordained sequence of
marriage. It is the inevitable result of the normal,
average union. If conception does not result after
some years of married life, we, as physicians, expect
,some abnormal situation. There may be sterility in
one of the married pair, or an anomaly or defect of
the sex organs may make conception impossible. If
the latter is the case, the cause can at times be removed, so that the usually much-desired conception
can occur. Occasionally strange moral convictions or
sex perversions are at the root of the problem. One
of the married pair may refuse co-habitation, but
these cases are rate. Still mote rare cases are the
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unions where by contraceptive means all conception
is made impossible. The desire for offspring is not
only natural, but such a powerful urge, that only defect
or perversions, either inborn or fostered, can inhibit
or forecome the natural means to that end.
Not Limited to Conception
What is the purpose of marriage? Rev. F. B. Meyer
in The Control of parenthood, p. 147, writes that
among the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and Jewish leaders, pro-creation is always given first place. He himself, however, places as the first purpose of marriage
"the affective affinity of two souls." Rev. John A.
O'Brien, chaplain of the Catholic students, University
of Illinois, a writer on birth control problems, refers
to "aid and mutual assistance" as the primary purpose
of union, which agrees with the purpose given for the
creation of the woman. Gen. 2:18, "I will make him
an helpmeet for him." Dr. A. Kuyper, Sr., in E Voto
mys, speaking about the purpose of marriage, "It is
impossible to indicate a positive limitation of its purpose. One purpose is pro-creation, but, although a
n1arriage without children is incomplete, it is not without purpose. In marriage there is a purpose for the
man and the woman, as well as for the two sexes.
'MU.rriage also has a purpose in its social aspect. Marriage also has a purpose in man's eternal destiny."
Pro-creation I prefer to consider the natural Godordained sequence and blessing of marriage, having a
special purpose, not comparable with the general purpose, consisting in its value to the married pair, society,
the state, and the church.
Influenced by the Fall
Man's fall added to the purpose of marriage. Dr. A.
KuY'per, Sr., writes in E Voto, 'ai:fter mentioning the
above named purpose, "Marriage is ordained to res train concupiscence." Also Anglican and Catholic
chJurches consider the avoidance of sinful lust as one
of the purposes of marriage. This is in harmony with
what Paul writes in I Cor. vii. He there not only exhorts certain individuals to marry, "It is better to
marry than to burn," but warns against prolonged
abstinence, "that Satan tempt you not." Such a purpose to marry was not present in a sinless state. Before man's fall his will was unimpaired, his reason
could not err, his desires were pure, and his body was
not marred by defect or disease. In a sinless world,
it is true, there would have been attraction of the
opposite sexes and conjugal relation for reproduction
purposes, but the conjugal act would only have been
consummated for thJe purpose of conception, and
the need to satisfy conjugal desire in order to avoid
sin and to stabilize and perfect marital union would
not have existed. Marriage obtained an additional
purpose due to the fall. Other factors, foreign to it in
a perfect state, entered in.
Planned Conception as Man's Duty
Before the fall, harmony in the individual and harmony in the home made th~s planning natural, spontaneous. Man was created in God's image, a rational
being. His duty it was to build the garden in which
he was given a home. He understood the animals
and named them. He was given a helpmeet aSi he
already had found the animals blessed with. This
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l:lelpmeet he realized to be part of him, another self.
"This is now bone· of my bone and flesh of my flesh."
Every part of the man was represented in the woman,
but she was a new, another building. As between
them, it was not a question of a more or less, but of a
first and a second; not of an inferior and a greater,
but of a being different. And in this difference was
brought out the need of the one for the other. Each
was unfinished alone. Marriage was a perfect union.
Harmony, peace, and joy crowned the home.
There was also perfect harmony in the self, between
various parts of his being. The flesh did not strive
against the spirit and the spirit against the flesh. But
man fell and disharmony ensued, not only in the self,
but also in his marital relations. In fact, nowhere, to
the best of my knowledge, does the effect of sin shiow
itself more clearly and to a greater depth than in
man's reproductive life. In this sphere man not only
sins actively by transgression, but as often passively
by assuming an attitude of helplessness over against
his passions or sinful lusts.
Human Responsibility
Notwithstanding our conviction that God has from
eternity known the bounds of our home, predetermined the marital partner, even planned the lives of
our children before they were conceived, it remains
man's duty to choose a place of abode, select a helpmeet, and plan his marital relations. Passive reliance
is unworthy of man created in the image of the
Creator.
The increase in knowledge granted man also greatly
increased his responsibility. The discovery of a new
world and inventions making navigation safe, opened
to him the opportunity to change and improve his
abode. Information on the problem of heredity placed
before him more responsibility in the choice of a helpmeet. Discoveries in the knowledge of human diseases
an<l the structure and function of the body made it
possible not only, but obligatory to protect himself
rationally agains,t the results of sin in the physical
world. This last factor includes his duty to plan conception. This must be planned from the viewpoint of
the mother upon whom especially fell the curse in
regard to marriage and child-bearing. It should also
be planned from the viewpoint of the child, in order
that after birth it can receive the nourishment, care,
and training due a creature made in God's image. This
planning should also consider the father who in the
"sweat of his face" must provide for the home. And
beyond the home and personal needs this planning
should consider society, the church, and the state.
In order to appreciate what occurs when this planning is neglected and human passion is given free
license, we need but study conditions in over-populated
countries like China and India, in the slums of our
large cities, or wherever man blindly follows animal
instincts or urges.
Planned Conception and the Sixth Commandment
Another reason why planned conception is necessary I derive from the law as proclaimed in the sixth
commandment, "Thou shalt not kill." That this not
only refers to sins of commission but also sins of omission, is plain from statements as found in Dent. 22:8,
"When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt
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I once assisted a mother in confinement. She was
frail and a former sufferer of tuberculosis. After the
birth of her child, she rather soon regained her
strength, but lacked endurance. Before a year elapsed
she returned to be again confined. Her condition at
this time was unfavorable. Shie begged me before
her return home, a return which she dreaded, for advice in order to avoid another rapid recurrence of
pregnancy. Her husband did not live with her according to reason.
What was my Christian duty?
A repeated contact with cases as the above, and contemplation of the problems they give rise to, has
firmly imprinted upon my mind that the Bible teaches
a ":reasonable religion." That God requires of us, as
creatures in his image, the use of knowledge and means
he has in his providence allowed man to obtain, if at
least such means do not clearly conflict with divine
,revela ti on.
The subject of planned conception I consider of the
greatest importance as it concerns the welfare of that
most fundamental of institutions: the home. Anything that tends to undermine its welfare is of thle
gravest concern, but all legitimate means that can advance its peace, harmony, and well-being, must be
employed.
Abortion, Sterilization, Planned Conception
I have considered the question of contraception in
Considered from the viewpoint of the sixth com- the light of planned conception and from the viewmandment, I come, as regards thes.e three, to the fol- ,point of disease, as met with by the physician. Conlowing conclusions:
traception in general, needs no consideration in
Medically induced abortion is murder unless the life Christian circles, as I stated in my introduction. It
of the child and mother are at stake. If the latter is stands condemned as immoral in the light of biblical
the case, and it can be relieved by abortion, this, l standards.
believe, becomes obligatory.
Birth control, as it presents itself today, is a sympSome twenty years ago I attended a patient far out tom of moral decay, a recurrence of conditions as
on the Navaho reservation. It was a mother suffer'- found in Rome before its fall and Paris before thle
ing from a serious physical ailment, aggravated by a revolution; and as describedin Holy Writ in connecpregnancy. Death, in my judgment, was imminent tion with the destruction of the old world by the flood,
unless relief was obtained. I performed an abortion the overturn of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the fall of
and relieved the patient sufficiently to prevent impend- Babylon, Rev. 18 :3.
ing death, but the foetus died.
On sterilization, a question closely allied to the
problem of contraception (forming the only positive
means to prevent conception a physician can resort to),
I take the following position. I believe it to be an infraction of the innate right of man to sterilize a human
Struggle no more;
being except when such a person is liable to place in
Lie still.
jeopardy the life of possible offspring. No one may
generate life who cannot nurture, care for, or protect
The waves of life run high
such life. The feeble-minded or incurably insane, who
And dash arnd break
cannot be segregated or protected, must be sterilized.
Against man's puny will.
If not so protected or sterilized, the blood of their offspring, dying, murdered by their hands or by neglect,
But there is One
will be required of us.
Who lmows
A feeble-minded girl some years ago gave birth to
Each single grain of sand
an illegitimate child. In the night, unbeknown to her
And every wave
relatives, she conceived and threw the cMld, et cetera,
That
lifts by wind tha't blows.
into a nearby river. The seriousness of the deed she
did not at all realize. She showed no remorse. Who
Then struggle, thou,
was responsible?
No more.
Contraception at Times Necessary
For He Who builds the sand
As to the question of contraception, I consider this a
Will 1s1urely caiuse
more difficult problem than eithler of the above. I
Thy ship to find safe shore.
am convinced, however, that contraceptive methods
must at times be employed to realize a planned conJOAN GEISEL GARDNER.
Courtesy of Adastra Publications.
ception.

make a battlement for thy roof, that thou bring not
blood upon thfoe house, if any man fall from thence."
Human life according to Holy Scripture is sacred,
whether it is the life of man in his prime, of the sick
or hoary aged, or of the embryo still in the mother's
womb. It includes man from the moment of conception to where his spirit is taken back by God who
gave it.
The question of planned conception as well as that
of sterilization and medically induced abortion, must
be considered from this viewpoint. Cathiolics condemn all three. Their positive viewpoint, I believe,
rests on their dogma of the results of sin upon the
human race. If it is true that the curse of sin has not
affected the universe and man, both body and soul, to
such a degree that the normal natural progress is
warped, we must, as they advise, under all circumstances allow nature to take its course and may not
inhibit or curb its progress. But the Reformed believer
considers this an abnormal world. The curse has'
warped and influenced every sphere of life, and it is
man's duty to counteract and fight the results of the
fall wherever and whenever possible. It is my conviction that all three have a place in the Christian doctor's armamentarium.

STRUGGLE NO MORE

In Defense of Kagawa
Jan Karel Van Baalen, B. D.
Minister Twelfth Street Christian Reformed Church, Grand Rapids, Michigan

OCTOR Toyohiko K. agawa began his six months
D
tour of the United St·aites by speaking eleven
hours and forty-five minutes daily. That being
humanly impossible, his public activity had to be
curtailed to three addresses a day, with the result
that thousands desirous to hear him must be disappointed. For all that Dr. Kagawa is creating such a
phenomenal stir among the American intelligentsi•a
that we cannot afford! to be without a well-founded
opinion on the man and his message.
What do evangelical Christians think of him?
One minister at Kalamazoo publicly thanks God
"for Kagawa, one of thy greatest servants of this
time, •and of all time." Others denounce him as a
dangerous radical.
In The Defender Magazine, February 1936, Dr.
R. L. Patmont writes that Kagawa is "an apostate,"
"Dangerous and Destructive." "Kagawa is sending
men to hell,'' "and merely helping p aive the way for
the coming antichrist."
In a similar vein the Rev. W. Fraser asserts in The
Fundamentalist, January 17, 1936, "He Denies the
Vioairious Death of Christ," "He Denies the Gospel
of Christ," "He Denies the Deity of Christ," "He Denies the Necessity of the New Birth," etc., etc.; and
he ends by stating, "Kagawa is a Russian Communist."
Professor Henry Schultze asserts in THE.· CALVIN
FoRUM, March 1936, "It is clear that this undenianlv
great man is sitting in the seat of the modernist." H<'
has produced "a new conception of God," "a hodgepodge of Scriptural and ·anti-scriptural sentiments."
In The Walther League Messenger for March, Dr.
J. T. Mueller (Lutheran) states that Kagaw•a "answered with a firm 'Yes' to both these questions, 'Do
you -personally believe that we sinners are saved
solely by the blood of Jesus Christ, crucified for us
on the cross?' and 'Do you regard the Bible as God's
inspired Word?'" Dr. Mueller remarks th~t "Kagawa's ideal of the reali~ation of the kingdom of
God is similar to the work of Calvin and other
founders of the Reformed churches." Says he,
"Kagawa is just what Calvinism, and especially NeoCalvinism has made 1him. The fault is not his, but
that of those trainers who have misled him into
paths that are not sound." (Kagawa studied at the
Southern Presbyterian Seminary at Kobe, and, from
1914-1916, at Princeton Theological Seminary.)
So it goes. Meanwhile Kagawa, who might be
heard himself in the matter, began his ad!dress on
"Christian Brotherhood and Modern Economic
Forces" at K alamazoo with these words, "Fundamentalists have attacked me saying I deny this doctrine and that. However, I believe all that. I •am
really a fundamentalist, but because I emphasize
strongly the social implications of the gospel, fundamentalists do not like me."
1
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Imperfect Christianity
In commenting on certain ideas of Zwingli, "left·
overs of his former humanism," Dr. B. B. Warfield
remarked one day, "We are all only partly christiianized in this life."
How true that is. Take Dr. Walter A. Maier, wellknown "Lutheran radio voice." On March 8, 1936,
Dr. Maier stated, "Jesus died for every sin of every
human being, including the sin of Judas who betrayed Him." Now that is plain universalism. And
univer.salism is dangerous because, when carried
out consistently, it leads to 1auto-soterism. (Compare
Canons of Dort, Second Head of Doctrine; also Warfield, The Plan of Salvation.)
However, our Lutheran brethren are not consistent, and Dr. Maier's is one of the most positive
Christian voices on the air. The Banner rightly
praises his books.
Again, take our "fundamentalist" brethr<'n Patmo~t and Fiiaser. They swear by the Scofield Bible.
And there hardly exists a more dangerous book than
the Scofield Bible. It states that we Christians in
this "church age" are saved by the blood of Christ;
but by and by the Jews are to be saved by the law.
It counsels Christians not to pray the Lord's prayer,
which it erroneously calls "legalistic." It tears page
after page from our New Testament, as only meant
for the "millennium," not for the "church age." In
short, this "Disperrsatiorralism shares with Higher
Criticism its fundamental error," as Dr. Oswald T.
Allis remarks in the Evangelical Quarterly, J arru..
arv 1936.
Fortunately, however, premillenarians are not consistent. For ·all their serious errors, they are among
the most fervently evangelical Christians of our
none too sound American constituency.

How Should

Kagaw~

Be Appraised?

With so much unsoundness among those who have
had a Christian background of gene:vations, we
should not be too greatly amazed to find unsound
and contradictory elements in an orienta:l whose
background is a combination of Shinto, Buddhist
and Confucian influences. We should not be surprised even to find more serious eITors and incon··
gruities among his views.
The question is, Which procedure should we follow
in ev.aluating the man and his message? For there
are two methods conceivable. The one method is
that pursued by Professor Schultze. Professor
Schultze states that he finds in Kagawa's writings
both "admirably orthodox" 1and "thoroughgoing modernist" elements. "Time and again the peruser of
his works will be surprised at the wealth of material
which app1arently pictures the kind of Jesus whom
we have learned to know and to love. But he will
be disappointed to discover evidences of the fact that
the Jesus of this great leader is a str.anger to him."
Following which, Professor Schultze judges Kagawa
by his unsound statements rather than by his sound
teachings. He pronounces him •ai modernist.
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There is another method, and it is proposed by the should remove the unspeakable conditions of which
present writer. It is, in brief, that we shall judge his mother was the product and victim. At once he
Kagawa as we judge the "fundament·aJists." That is · set about changing things. He became practical
to say, we judge Kagawa to be at bottom a Christian rather than a theorist.
teacher, and we ascribe the heterogeneous elements
3. Kagawa writes that the people in the Shinkmva
in his teachings to outside, non-ChrisHan influences. slum were impressed far more by his practical demThis we do the more confidently beoause Kagawa's onstration of sacrificing love than by his preaching
f;poken word is far more positive than are his trans- of the doctrine of love. This tended to a somewhat
1ated books. In Love the Law of Life there is no onesided emphasis.
such ringing' enunciation as there was in the pas4. A practical oriental, recently converted to
sionate closing appeal in the address by that title at Christianity, oannot but have been bewildered at the
Kalamazoo: "The blood of Christ renews, regenerates sight of 266 "Christian" denominations in America,
the heart of man. It was for this reason that He, the each pulling Hs own end, all working more or l'ess
Son of God, died on the crnss, that He might restore against one another. He saw in it an over-emphasis
our ·sinful nature, leading us to conscious love. It is on ritual and creed at the expense of Christian love.
only when men everywhere yield to this renewing Is there not some truth in this?
influence of the blood of Christ that a sound eco5. Kagawa says, "I cannot in Japan teach the
nomic life and a warless world can be built up."
history
of western controversfos. The Japanese will
Surely, that is thoroughly scriptural.
not tolerate it. But I preach the history of Christian
Moreover, Kagawa does not appear to the present brotherhood." This suits Kagawa's own t aiSte, as he
writer as unsound as Professor Schultze pictures is essentially a mystic.
him. The latter states that Kagawa teaches vicarious
6. Kagawa admits, "I probably write too much.
suffering on the part of Christ. But, "When one is
But
the publi.shers keep c1amoring for more." He
acquainted with the life that Kagawa has lived and
does
write too much. Hence at least some of his inwith his emphasis upon self-sacrificing love, H need
consistencies.
But he considers it necessary to demnot be surprising that he teaches such vicarious sufonstrate
Christianity
by doing all his work without
fering i·s the life of every Christian. That spirit is
remuneration.
Meanwhile
his various enterprises
reflected in 'Christ was executed an:d1 we too must
grow
apace:
and
they
are
supported
by his literary
bear responsibility. And moreover, we too must die
work.
Imagine
a
man
dictating
from
his sickbed
for the sins of the whole world'."
such a comprehensive -work as Love the Law of Life.
Now Kagawa, as far as I have ascertained, no- Yet, that is what Doctor Ifagawa did.
where asserts that our suffering for the sins of others
7. Kagawa'IS works have been translated from the
is of the •same value, or on the same Jevel with that
Japanese
Language. His translators with one voice
of Christ. But Kagawa's favorite text-one meets it
assert
that
this is difficult. Did they always do him
in all his books-is Colos·sians 1 :24, "Now I rejoice
justice?
There
are evidences to the contrary. The
in my sufferings for your sa:ke, and fill up on my part
book
Love
the
Law
of Life speaks of three ·types of
that which is lacking of the aflliction of Christ in my
love:
physica1l,
psychical,
love based on conscience.
flesh for his body's sake, which is the church." And
In
his
speech
on
"Love
the
Law of Life" Kagawa
that is a text on which I have never heard or
speaks
of
instinctive,
moral
and conscious love.
preached a sermon. Which is quite remarkable.
Perhaps we Reformed preachers also have onr Jimi- Evidently, the ideas do not quite coincide.
Moreover, in the "Translator's Foreword" to Meditations. Bes ides, P·aul wrote such words as, "Have
this mind in you which was also in Christ Jes us: tations on the Cross one reads that "a student of Dr.
who .... emptied himself .... and humbled himself Shailer Mathews" (a modernist) has "with deep
.... unto .... the death of the cross." That does not spiritual insight and balanced theological judgment,
necessarily mean that Paul puts our self-sacrifice on scrutinized the text in an effort to fit it to Amerioau
a par with Christ's, although it must be like Christ's. thinking." Just how much change does that involve ·1
One should, then, hear Kagawa himsielf to do him
Whence Those Discrepancies?
full justice.
The present writer submits the following facts to
Just What is Kagawa's Message to America?
account in part for the heterogeneous elements in
Ifogawa's teachings.
It is not altogether fair in Kag.awa's critics to con1. Kagawa is an oriental, and has a different type sider only his theological views. It is not fair beof mind than occidentals have, particularly, than we cause Kagawa has not come to Amerioa to teach us
Dutch people have, who have been ca1led "born the- theology. Kagawa himself is not an "anti-creedi:st."
ologians." Kagawa presents pictures rather than Saiys he, "We need the doctrines as we need bones
logical arguments, often painting with a brush while in our bodies. But bones without flesh and blood
he speaks. Moreover, personally Kagawa is a poet will become dry bones. Our doctrine must transrather than a theologian.
form our individual lives as well as our .~ocial rela2. Kagawa was drawn into the Christi•an fold in tionships." (These words were taken down verbatim
an entirely different manner than we were. The from his lipsi at K aJamazoo.)
"bitter tears" of his youth made him look for that
Remember aJso that Kagawa has witnessed in
love which had been so utterly lacking, not only in China and Jap•an the evil results of Nesll:orianism
the polygamous parental home, but also in the Bud- and Jesuitism preaching doctrine without practicing
dhist temp.le where he was trained. As soon as he it. "That made Japan very backward and scared of
discovered this love in Christ, he felt that such love the West."
1
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However, Kagawa looks at the western world with
its nineteen centuriesi of Christianity. What does he
see? Let him tell you, "vVe 1are Christians; but
when we get out of church we are Romans and
Greeks in business." "Busiiness men do not like my
views; but they do not know Christian economic
principles." No truth in that statement, you say?
Arc we 1s1uperior to criticism from faraway Japan?
Listen to these words from Christ and Japan:
"Are not the economic chaos and the unemployment crisis which today have plunged the naitions of
the West into unspeakable agony, directly due to tlw
fact that the peoples of these lands have wandered
away from Christ's way of life? If men everywhere
gave Christ the right of way, toiled as he toiled,
loved purity as he loved it, devoted themsiClves to a
service motivated by love and had his passion for
peace, would the present problem of unemployment
1aind this economic distress have come upon the
world? ....
"After all, how much difference is !there between a
doctrinal devotion which fails to revolutionize life
and ritualistic .ShliJn1to? How far is an atheistic,
1scientific civilization separated from a Buddhism
which adivocates an aesthetic and impersonal transcendentalism? ....
"Unless we dedicate our machines, our capital, our
.social order to God we shaU seek in vain for peace.
And there is only one way by which to bring our
capital, our social order and our world to God. That
is the way of the cross."
Where have 1 heard such language before this?
Surely not from premillenari1ans with their anti1sicriptural cataclysmic pessimism anent this present
world. These hold with Doctor Gray that civilization
is "of the devil," and they are willing to let it return
to the devil. Nor have I heard such speech from
Lutherans with their onesided soteriological conception of Christianity.
Nay; but in the Netherlands: I have heard similar
speech, in the heydays of the Calvinist preiacher
Abraham Kuyper, who left his pulpit to carry out
"Our Program" as an "anti-revolutionary" statesman. Kagawa as an economist, preaching the love
of Chri1sit versus 1the violence of Sovietism, cooperatives rather than selfish capitalism, is much
closer to the ",anti-revolutionary" Christian politics
of Kuyper than many of his critios in America who,
for all their numbers, have never produced a political party with Christian· economic and sociial principles.
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Why the Mighty Appeal?
Why is Kagawa stirring the American conscience
to its depth1S1? Because he is an "1anti-creedist" in
some men's eyes? Because he is eloquent? Nay, we
have eloquent modernists and political orators of
our own!
The reals\On lies elsewhere.
As long as everyone could gria.b enough, the
American people remained unaware of the sinfulness
of our present lack of social, economic and international principle. But the depression hais1 aroused
many from their lethargy. Father Coughlin shouts,
"Capiitalism is the father of Communism." The
Munitions Inqu:iJry has laid hare the 'inconceivable
greed which plunged llls into an iniquitous war. The
New Deal has not diminished unemployment. Mr.
Hoover's sarcastic platitudes of "rugged individualism," perfo11aited by a stray reference to "the Sermon
on the Mount," are neither overly helpful nor religious. The nation :ils at sea.
Enters a Japanese. He has stemmed the tide of
Sovietism in Japan by preaching Christ against Mane
It is• rumored that his seven types of cooperatives
are lifting his overpopulated, undernourished nation
·out of its wretchedness. He invites the nations of
the world to join "The Christian Internritional"
through willing sacrifice of the intereists of the strong
to the common good of all. His life of "amazing
sacrifice" adds weight to his message.
And he prays: "O God, our Fiaither: We seek Thy
guidance in thiis· time of great economic change. We
confess the sins of our age: that there is struggle between the capitalists and the proletariat in our society today; that there ils st.rife between the peoples of
different nations .... Forgive our sins, both conscious
and unconscious, and wash 1and cleanse us• through
the blood of Christ ... Oh, take away the sufferings
of this sinful world.
''Thou Living God! Lay Thy hands afresh upon
the Houses of ParHament and grant us a righteous
government through Thy power. Have pity upon
China which has suffered one tumult ·after another
these many years, and stretch forth a 1s1aving hand
toward those regions which suffer from famine .....
Let the gospel of Christ take deep root among our
brothers in Germany, England, F1~ancc and America
..... We pray thii~· in the name of Him who hung
upon the Cross, our Saviour Jesus Christ. Amen."
Are: we to point only to the errors in his theology?
Or shall we earnestly istudy his "Chris.tianity applied
to economics"?

Your Magyar Calvinists
Alexander Toth, D. D.
Professor of Hungarian language, literature and history, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. President of The Ministerial Association of Hungarian Reformed and Pi·esbyterian Ministers in America

HE greatest tide of Magyar* emigration into America took place during the three decades which
T
marked the turning of not only the century but also
of a new era in the history of mankind. The reasons

* "Hungarian" is applicable to anyone coming from Hungary.
The proper name of the people dealt with in this article is
"Magyar."

for their coming were similar to those motivating
other European nationalities to emigrate: unbearable
conditions, uneven and unchangeable distribution of
land-ownership, the secret longing of the soul for a
world of more freedom. And who knows whether it
was not the wise providence of the Supreme vVorld
Ruler to send out millions of Josephs from among
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these generations destined to ruin later, so that they
could prepare help for their condemned people through
the dissemination of their culture not yet sufficiently
known by more fortunate and mightier peoples of the
world. Even if they were yet unable to accomplish it,
they already accepted, with true Magyar honesty, this
new calling of history.

Kowats - Pulitzer - Kossuth
The Magyars have not served their new country to
any great degree as yet, - certainly not as other nationalities under better circumstances, - but they have
started thlis service with honor. In the army of George
Washington, the commander of the Pulasky Regiment
.and the trainer of the cavalry was a Magyar: Colonel
Michael de Kowats. In the Civil War, not less than
two major generals, five generals, fifteen colonels, two
lieutenant-colonel!Si, thirteen majors, and about a hundred other officers served, together with about eight
hundred men in the rank and file, - out of the four
thousand Magyars in America at that time, about
twenty per cent of them, - a larger percentage than
any other nationality! Needless to say, they fought,
without exception, on the side of the Union.
It was not only in military matters that they tried
to do their share in th!e upbuilding of this nation. The
founder and first president of the New York Medical
Society was a Magyar; the Society of American Surgeons also had its Magyar President. Another Magyar
was the founder and acting president of the Scientific
Academy at New Orleans. Here, and also in Philadelphia and New York, many esteemed newspapers were
founded by Magyars; the most famous of them was
the New York World of Joseph Pulitzer. The American Encyclopaedia of the XIXthi century was edited
by a Magyar. Another Magyar discovered the source
of the river Arkansas and firs1t mapped out the new
territories in Oregon, Kansas, and Southern California.
There were many Magyars among the professors of
colleges and universities, and even among the diploma tic representatives of this country in foreign lands.
Many internationally known Magyars visited this1 country and added to the honor and respect of the Magyar name. Two great pictures of the Magyar Munkacsy's famous Christ-trilogy are still at Wanamaker's
store in PMladelphia: the "Christ Before Pilate" and
the "Golgotha," objects of pious pilgrimage each
Easter-week, as they hang in the immense lobby of the
store. The well-known violinisit, Ede Remenyi, lived
and died here. And who was ever received with greater
glory in this country than the idol of two continents:
Louis Kossuth? (Not everybody knows that out of
thJe three foreigners ever permitted to speak before the
joint sessions of Congress, two were Magyars.
Kossuth and Count Apponyi; both spoke in the most eloquent English, while the third, Lafayette, spoke in
French.)
In most recent years, of all foreign nations, the
Magyar gave to our country the largest proportionate
number of dramatic plays, radio-musicians, movie and
even symphony orchestra directors. Today, there are
at least sixty Magyar professors in American colleges
and universiities. The Magyar Medical Society of
Greater New York alone, has about four hundred members; th:e number of Magyar clergy is over three hundred; no one counted as yet that of the lawyers, judges,
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engineers and others in the various professions. Neither
is there any certain census of the Magyars in America:
their number must reach over a million. In one field
they never organized themselves1: politics. This is
rather remarkable, as in Hungary they all were (or
considered themselves) born politicians. It is probable that thds may account for the relative lack of
knowledge of the average American citizen concerning
these new-comers.

100,000 Magyar-American Calvinists
Of this large number of Magyars in America, at
least one hundred thousand Calvinists knock on the
door of American Calvinists and with a modes1t bow
ask admittance to the family of the same household
to which they belong. They are not strangers in it
any more: th!ey lived here for almost fifty years. But
their unfortunate division into different denominations and the subsequent unnatural friction resulting
from it, disturbed their first five decades with almost
continuous strife. This circumstance is responsible
for their failure to pass over to you their rich heritage
or to further invest their inborn talents and thus help
American Calvinism fulfil its nation-saving role. ·whatever the Magyars, with the blessed charity of a few
American churches, accomplished here during these
fifty years, will adorn one of the most glorious pages of
the hisfory of the four-hundred-year-old Magyar Calvinism. The only judgment against them is that they
lived for themselves: the ever-urging duty of the leaven
was neglected.
"The pastor of Kossuth," Gedeon Acs, officiated at
the first Magyar Calvinist church service in America,
some time during April, 1852, in the council hall of a
German Reformed church in New York. Although
they already had their paper and a few societies, the
number of Magyars then was not as1 yet very great.
Thds early beginning did not meet with success;
neither did another similar one during the eighties. New
York seemed to be very hard ground for Magyar Calvinism. Even today it is here where it struggles most
de~perately, partially on account of insuperable distances and also because of many tendencies hostile to
Christianity.

In Presbyterian and Reformed Folds
Successful foundations, however, were finally laid in
other cities. The first Magyar congregation in this country was organized in Cleveland in 1891, and the following year the first Magyar church! was built in Pittsburgh - both in connection with the Reformed Church
in the United States. This denomination was the only
one taking care of Magyar Calvinists, their congregations and their newly-formed Magyar Classis until
1900, when another denomination, the Presbyterian
C'hlurch, stepped into the same field and took care of
some of our people, organizing them mostly into mission churches. From the first, the great difference between the work of the two churches has been this: the
Reformed Church permitted the first church! judicatory above the congregation, that of the Classis, (and
the same s.pecial treatment is requested now in connection with its proposed successor, the Synod) to remain Magyar in language and even in some other characteristics, while the Presbyterian Church never
granted such a privilege, and instead of this Magyar
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Classis, calls bi-annual conferences of the mini~ters
only to discuss their own problems and to act as a sort
of advisory board in Magyar matters, of course, without any judicatory power. All the Magyar congregations in this Church, whether regular charges or missiions, belong to the American Presbyteries. Today,
the Presbyterian Church has about 38 such Magyar
churches with 29 ministers.
From 1906 to the World War, the Reformed Church
of Hungary started regular mission work in the United
States and established one, and in 1912 two Classes
of her own. This new denomination soon became the
largest and best organized Calvinistic church among
the Magyars in America. But the Reformed Church
of Hungary was rent in pieces after the World War
and was consequently compelled to drop tMs work in
1921. The two Classes were transferred as such to the
Reformed Church in the United States, and after due
reorganization formed the three (most recently the
four) Magyar Classes of this1 denomination. The number of the churches in them is about 76, and that of
the ministers 52. Without doubt this Churcp today
maintains the largest and most expensive church work
among the Magyar Calvinists, - a blessed work almost fifty years old now. Many of itis1 Magyar churches
became self-supporting, while others still receive finan~
cial aid from its Board of Home Missions.
The Free Magyar Reformed Church
When the Reformed Church of Hungary turned over
its work to the Reformed Church in the United States,
two Magyar congregations seceded and formed the
Free Magyar Reformed Church, which now has about
17 congregations with nine ministers, constituting
their own Synod, and in it two Classes. This group of
ministers condemns other groups, charging them with
unnfaithfulness to the old standards of the Magyar
Calvinist faith: the Second Helve tic Confession and
the Heidelberg Catechism, which they still proclaim
their symbolic books,. (The Reformed Church in the
U. S. never objected to the adherence of her Magyar
members to both, and would, in all probability, permit even a declaration of faith in th:is sense, in connection with the requested formation of a Magyar
Synod, after the completion of the merger with the
Evangelical Synod, now in process.)
Besides these three larger groups, the Reformed
Church in America also has four Magyar Calvinist
congregations, with two ministers1; the Southern Presbyterian Church has one congregation with one minister, while three congregations and ministers are living entirely apart from all ecclesiastical connections,
each one by itself. In Canada, the Presbyterian Church
has six ministers in six congregations, and the United
Church five minisiters in five congregations.
Progress and Handicaps
All told, the Magyar Calvinists number about 170
congregations, with about 120 ministers, including
two professors and two orphan home superintendents,
the latter two officiating in the Orphlans' Home and
Old Folks' Home of The Hungarian Reformed Federation of America, which is the one common fraternal
organization of Magyar Calvinists. It is celebrating
its fortieth anniversary thi'SI year, by moving its central offices to Washington, where they held the first

Magyar church service in the capital, on Washington's
birthday. The two professors are teaching, respectively, in the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian
Church and its preparatory school, at Bloomfield, N. J.,
and in the Franklin and Marshall College and the
Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church, at
Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
What a pity, that all this great strength is so fearfully divided! This division was the outgrowth of a
historical process, but it had its sad effects upon each
of the groups mentioned, with the possible exception
of the Canadian church,es1. Far too much energy was
spent in the friction resulting from inevitable jealousy>.
These clashes, often quite vehement, caused irreparable damage to the religious life of the communities
involved, and alienated many of the good church members, who then took refuge in the constantly growing
work of the Baptist Church!. Even the different sects
gained many of our people. Weakened, and unable to
establish order in their own household, the Magyar
Calvinists were still less able to contribute any constructive work toward the upbuilding of the religious
life of American Calvinism, although they brought
with them precious treasures and rich experiences
from th'at four-centuries-old past. It is certain that
their strongly orthodox, pure Calvinism could have
been a beneficent factor in the great uncertainties and
errings of our age.
The Outlook
Could American Calvinism do anything for them?
Indeed, we will never be able to appreciate enough
what the above mentioned denominations already
have done for us. We keenly feel that obligation of
gratitude, and it is really not the gratitude that is
lacking in us, but the opportunity to express: and
prove it by acts and deeds, fulfilling our part in the
life of Calvinism in America. There can be no question about it that immense benefit would come out of
our organic union, always eagerly wished for but never
realized as yet. It is almost beyond hope to expect the
complete understanding among all parties concerned
necessary to accomplish such a union. From the viewpoint of narrow Americanization, the hectic age of
which has fortunately passed, it would even be undesirable to strengthen the separate denominational life
of the Magyars and thus postpone the accomplishment
of their ultimate assimiliation. This process of amalgamation is already well under way, and no power on
earth can retard it - unless, perhaps, a new outbur:st
of harmful Americanization. But it is a very debatable
question whether it would not be worth-while to help
these sturdy Calvinists find themselves in each other
and to develop their talents in a soil never as yet tried:
th!e complete freedom of our glorious country, flavored
by charity toward one another, also as yet untasted.
The proposed new arrangement of the Hungarian
Synod retaining the former four Classes, would seem
to be a very logical nucleus for future developments
in the realm of the Evangelical and Reformed Church;
but it is doubtful whether th:e other denominations
could be persuaded to unite their work under one common denomination. If not this, then why could not a
higher unity be attained, above the denominational
lines if these are to be retained? 'Vhere there is a
will, there is a way; and although the will is not as yet
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present, the need is! Vitally so! Our consolation and
hope is in the old Magyar rhyme: Wherever the need
is the greatest, There is God always the nearest! Indeed, as in everything else: In God We Trust!
Oh, I wish you could come to these Magyar Calvinist
churches this Easter, in Cleveland, in Toledo, or anywhere else, and see and hear for yourself the glories' of
old Reformation-times services! You would hear a
congregation singing with its full strength of lung and
vocal cords; you would see piety Olll the faces and in
the eyes; you would see a respect for the Lord's house
unparalleled in any of the American churches:; you
would count five hundred or more humble communicants presenting themselves at the Lord's table. You
would hear tire old Psalms still used with the melodies
from Geneva; even their translation into Magyar was
from the texts of Beza and Marot. Another old hymn
was composed on the galleys by the Magyar ministers
sold into slavery by Jesuits and liberated by Admiral
De Ruyter. Yes, if you would visit us, you would find
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many flourishing congregations, many well-organized
Sunday Schools, Christian Endeavor Societies, and exceptionally well-attended daily vacation schools both
during the summer months, and also on Saturdays
throughout the whole year. If you would come to the
regular Sunday morning services or to the prayer
meetings of some midweek evening, you would feel the
fervor of the consuming love of the house of the Lord.
You would meet sincerity and conviction. And you
would experience a rare surprise: a whole people
firmly believing in predestination, the effect of which
is richly reflected in their tempestuousi past. Because
this Chiurch was indeed "troubled on every side, yet
not distressed; perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed;
always beairing about in the body the dying of the Lord
Jesus, that the life also of Jesus be made manifest in
our body" (II Cor. 4:8-10).
Oh, if the time would only come, when the life of
Jesus would also be made manifest in our body!

The Antiques of Modernism
Leonard Greenway, Th. B.
Minister Second Reformed Church, Grand Haven, Michigan

"THERE is no new thing under the sun" is one of ohallenges the national exclusiveness of '1srae1.-The seoond
the most memorable aphorisms of that wise besetmernt was .the diooovery of contradictions in the Bible.
need not be pursued from Dan to Bee:rshebia. II Olllly
man whose philosophy holds a unique place in Holy These
one self-refutation is found, the doctrine of literal infallibility
Scripil:ure. What Solomon observed in his day is no i•s slain, and pursuit is needless.-In retrospect it seems inJess patent to us in our day. "Is there a thing where· credible that the theiory ·of literal inspiration oould ever have
of it may be said, See, this is new? it hath been long · been lh!eild."2)
ago, in the ages which were before us." History reG. A. Buttrick, Pastor, The Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Churdh, New York Ciity.
pelats itself. Civilization has given birth to multifarioUls innovations and inventions, but their signifiThe Virgin Birth of Christ
cance is purely relative. They have changed man's
mode of living and laboring, but they hiave not
"It is not difficult to account for the credit thalt was given
changed man. The development and progress in to the ·story of Jesus Christ •being the Son of God. He W1aB
science have made life more luxurious, but modern born when the hea.then my;t;hofogy had prepared pe1ople for the
man with his twentieth-century equipment still is belief ·Of such a story. Almost all extraordinary men that
man. The great h:sues of life that faced his ances- lived under the .heathen mythology were reputed to be the
tors somehow reappear to face him. He confronts sons of some o.f their gods."a) '.Dhomas Paine (1737-1809).
the same vanities and his heart struggles with the
same inclinations; which were factors in the lives of
"The virgin birth is not to be accepted as an his.torical fact.
the generations preceding him. He is modern, but T·o beITieve in virgin birth ia's an ex:planation of great personality
is one of the familiar ways in whioh 1Jhe ancient world was
more in name than in nature.
accustomed to account for unusual superiority. Especially is
This is eminently true of the religious liberal, also this true of the founders of great religfons."4)
known as the "Modernist." He hli without question a
H. E. Flosdick, Pagj:or, '.Dhe Riverside Baptist
liberal, ,a free-thinker, but when he calls his modChurch, New York City.
ernism, "modern," he speaks a' falsehood. His
The Atonement
modernity isl a plagiarism. In essence, motive, and
results his liberalism is historic infidelity. Let us
"Wil'en men are taught to beilieve itha.t J e:ms iby his de•att:
ma.'tch up a few infidels and modernists to see how rubs 1all off and pays their passage to heaven gratis they bethey stand on. matters that are fundamental to the come as careless in m!OT·a'l'S ms a spendthrift would •be of money
Christian Faith.
were he tO'ld that his father had engaged to pay off alH his

The Bible
"The Scriptures ihave come down to us broken and confused,
full of additions, interpolations and ·transpositions. They are
ncltJhing more than CJompHations ·of old tradd·tions and abridgments of ·old recoo-ds made in later times." 1 )
H. St. John Bolingbroke (1678-1751).
"Tille Old Testament is a collection of their reBgious writings. In 'Genesds' are their .myths and ilegends.--Jonah has
been rescued from .the whalle: ,it is •a daring paraible which
1)

Works 4 :463.

scores." 5 )
Thomas Paine.
"Guilt and merit are personal. Th1ey cianno.t be tr.ansferre .1
fl'om one pemon to another. We tamper with moral thlths
when we shuffle them abO'Wt."6)
"
Walter Rausohenbuscih (1861-1918).
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The Chri.stiam Fact and Modern Donbt, 160, 167, 176, 178.
The Age of Reason, 29.
Shall the Fnndamentalists Win?
Mi.scellaneo'US Writings, 312.
A Theology for the Social Gospel, 245.
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The Ascension
"On Ascension day ilt becomes difficuat to refrain from
satire. T·o speak of .this event as one ·of actuail occurrence is
simply :to affront educated people at this time of day."7)
Davdd F. Strauss (1808-1874).
"In such an easily picturable world r!Jhe farewelhl of Jesus to
tJhe earith could be i:inaJgined liltera1My as a plhysical levirbaltion
until he was received ·into heavien a definite· distance above the
g.round. The marvel is niot that '8Uch a picture <>f the Master's
going and return should arise hurt r!Jhalt .a,f.ter tfuat oild world !had
been so long outgrown many folk should stiN retain the oild
picture <>-f our Lord's ascent."s)
H. E. Foodick.

The 1a1bove comparisons plainly show that a good
deal of modern liberal thought in religion i:s nothing
else but a repetition of eighteenth-century rationalism. This does not mean, however, that these earlier
raitionalists 1aire to be credited with originality, for
when we undertake a closer examination of their
positionSI we discover that between them and secondcentury Neoplalf:onism there exists a startling correspondence. The objections which Porphyry and
Celsus brought again:s1t the Christianity of their day
sound strangely familiar to us in this diav. Dr.
Shedd classifies Porphyry and Celsus. as "Platonic
infidels," and he has this to say regarding their controversy with the Apologi:E1ts: "It did not relate so
much to the question whether PJ.atonism W'l.S substantially correct, but whether it was all that man
needed; not whether the first principles of ethics and
natural religion are true and valid, bU!t whether
Illa<tural religion is able to secure the eternal interests
of mankind,-a question which is constantly recurring, and which constitutes the gist of the controversy
between skepticism and Christianity at this very
moment, as much as it did in the first ages of the
church." 9 > Dr. Shedd's ob'.s,ervia1tion reminds us of
what the Encyclopedia Britannica ha!SI to say of Celsus: "He takes note of almost every objection which
has been brought against Chri:sitianity, and his position is substantially that which is assumed by the
scientific opponent:s1. to Christianity in the present
day."
It is cJear, then, that Porphyry, Celsus, Bolingbroke, Plaine, Strauss, Fosdick, and the resit, are "all
of :the l.'iame cloth." The 1936 liberal is not up-todaite after all. He reallv is old-fashioned. HP writes
a book about "The New Orthodoxy," 10 > but .fails to
g~t beyond the old unorthodoxy.
He speaks magmloquerntly of modern scholarship, but it'·s1 perfect.ly
obvious that he is serving a set of ideas which has
with amazing regularity 1aippeared again and again
in history. Indieed, Erne:sit Gordon could not have
made a better choice than he did when he named
his classic ag,afost modernism: The Leaven of the
Sadducees.
What about the evolutionary theories? Charles
Darwin is calJed "The Father of Evolution." The
theory of man's brute ancestry is still acclaimed as
an achievement of modern research. But again the
facts expo1?e the modernist~s pretensions. Anaximander, the Greek philosopher, who died about 546.
B. ~·· taught h!s. pupils thait man, like every other
ammal, was or1gma1ly a fish. In the course of time,
7)
8)
O)
10)

The Old Faith and the New, 102.
Modern Use of the Bible, 105.
A History of Christian Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 64.
Cf. Edward Scribner Ames.
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. 'EJome of these prehistoric fish came out of the water,
adapted themselves to their new surroundings, ,a:nd
became land animals. CeDJturies later, man emerged
and became a distinct species. Thus spoke the
ancient philosopher of Miletus. About 2500 years
after his death a "modern" philosopher by the name
of H. G. Wells offered the following s10llition to the
problem of man's origin: "That same stream in the
dawn of life on earth manifested itself in the form
of a single microscopic cell; hundreds of millions of
years later, after transformaition through forms we
dimly guess at, formSj of polyps, of worm-like creatures, of headless things like lancelets, it flowed
through thousandls of generations in the form of fish;
it emerged on liand, it leam1 to be a reptile, it covered itself with hair and warmed its blood. transformed itself to become fully mammalian, it~ young
to grow as p·arasites upon its life. Four-footed, t1adled
and hairy, it took to the Eocene forests; it grew into
lemur, into monkey, into ape; and finally ape turned
man ...ape, and man-ape grew to man." 11 >
Since it is becoming clearer every day that modernism is historic infidelity, the question may be asked
whether the Church should be any more concerned
than it is about the matter. We reply emphatically
that it should be more concerned than ever before:
Robert G. Ingersoll (1833-1899) denied the supernatural inspiration of the Scriptures:, the Virgin Birth, the
deity of Christ, the blood atonement, and the resurrec1ion of Christ. In those days Ingersoll's teaching was
known as infidelity. To-day, all over the world, there
are preachers standing in pulpits, there are professors
in seminaries, there are missionaries on foreign and
domestic fields who believe exactly as Ingersoll believed with reference to every one of these fundamentals of evangelical Christianity. When Ingersoll was
alive we called it infidelity. To-day, we call it modernism. What's the difference? Just this, - Ingersoll was outside the Church; the modernists are inside
the Church. Thie peril is therefore much greater now
than it was a century ago. Of course, there have always been: rationalists and skeptics in our midst, but
they were always in small minority so far as the creedal·
loyalty of the Church was concerned. However, to-day
it is a question who is in the majority. Dr. Edwin
Lewis writes, "We need very frankly to confess and
very earnestly to consider the serious fact that there
is to-day a growing cleavage between whiat the Christian faith actually is an:d what a large section of the
church supposes it to be." 12 > History has taught us
that the Christian Church can never be seriously
harmed by enemies attacking from without. But
when the enemies gain entrance and attack from within, the situation becomes critical. That is the situation
facing us now.
We cannot meet this crisis with a compromise. The
issues at stake make it imperative that we employ
every possible agency for the defense and maintenance
of "the faith which was once for all delivered unto the
saints." Our task is stupendous: but not hopeless.
"Behold, He that keepeth Israel
Will neither slumber nor sleep."

It is His glory to turn extremities info opportunities.
11)
12)

The Science of Life, p. 423.
A Christian Manifesto, p. 11.
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Hints and Helps
William T. Radius, A. M.
Instructor in Greek, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan

AST month I wrote in a general way about the
necessity for the miniisiter of studying the Greek
L
New Testament and the advantages accruing there-

sought out a supernatural origin for the peculiarities
of the language. (Thils, of course, is not to be confused with the Divine Inspiration of the writings.)
from. l concluded with the suggestion that with the But how can you speak of ·a revealed will of God if
editor's permission I should like to write some prac- that revelation is made in the tongue of angels and
tical hints on how to carry on such study, promising not of men? And then came the discovery.
also to mention certa1in serviceable handbooki:'.
How succe1ssful would a foreigner be in reading
For purposes of analysis a sentence may be con- modern English with the 1aid of a dictionary written
sidered under two headings: vocabulary and syntax. in .Shakespeare's day? A real handicap, you say.
VocabuJiary deals with the meaning of individual But New Testament scholars were in a worse fix.
words; syntax treats of the relation of these words How would you like to try reading the only book
to each other in the sentence. I 1say that for purpose which had appeared in several centuries, having no
of analysis 1this dffsUnct:i:on can be made, but in contemporary work with which you might compare
reality the two crutegories overlap and criss-cross. it:i language? Or, suppose that i11 the year 3936, when
The full meaning of a word cannot be learned from English is a dead language, you found an American
a dictionary. Its use in the sentence, the way in newspaper, just one, no other magazines or private
which it is joined to orther words which quaJify it, papers: letters, diaries, an di the coun tlms other forms
will determine iif:is precise force. This is particularly of non-Jiterary writing. But you did have The Last
true in Greek; where the abundance of inflectional Puritan, The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, and several
endings serve to weld alJ the individual elements dozen other literary works of the twentieth century.
in!to one solid whole. You can write loose English; Of coume, with the aid of these and vour Shakesyou can write loO\Sie Greek only by running rough- pearean dictionary and your Shelley, ·Carlyle, and
shod over the rules of Greek syntax, and that is not Emerson, and all the rest of "classic" English literaGreek. ShaJI we say that the precision of the lan- ture you would find three-fourths of the language of
guage gave rise to that preciseneiss of thought for the newspaper quite intelligible. But what of the
which the Greeks are famed, or is it the other way remaining fourth? I can imagine how you would
around? It makes no difference. The end product agonize over those elemen~s.. in the ne\vspaper lanwith which we deal, in this case the New Tes-tament, guage for which your literary wo:rks furnished no
exhib1tl51 that quality which is characteristic of all parallel, and if you are a real scholar, the hair on
Greek: the writers say what they mean. Now this your academic pate would rise perceptibly if you
is no small achievement, as you can easily test by were so fortunate as to find other non-literiary writtrying your own hand at writing. The English lan- ]ngls of 1936 which illuSJtrate the language of your
guage is not too severe on fuzzy thinkers; Greek newspaper. Now it is from some remote point as
doesn't tolerate them at all.
that that those who compile lexicons (dictinnaries)
muls.t work. I leave also to your imagination to think
A Conundrum and a Discovery
through the many problems with which the lexiThe present revival of interest in the Greek New cographer is faced.
Tes tam en t goes back to the di1scovery of the bearing
Sermon Material in Pocket Lexicon
of the papyri on the interpretation of the New TestaToday there are some impressive tomes in which
ment words. The story of the discovery of this relationship is as thrilling as any of the modern scien- the meanings of New Testament words are enshrined.
tific finds and may be read in the vivid opening pages There is, for English readers, the now half-century
to the large grammar of A. T. Robertson. To make~ old lexicon of Thayer, which is a translation and a
Jong story short, and not to spoil it for those who will revision of an older German work. Thayer compares
read it, it hao been conclusively shown that our New in a se111s1e to our above-mentioned Shakespearean
Testament was written in the language common to dictionary. It is excellent in its way but it was writall the Mediterranean peoples in the first century of ten before the discovery of the bearing of the papyri
our era. Greek was used so extensively that Paul on the meaning of New Testament words. These
write1s to the church a:t Rome (home of the Latin papyri-preserved only ]n Egypt becaus;e of the drytongue) in Greek. - H was not till the second and ness of the climate-are non-literary, thrut ]s, they
third century that a demand for a Latin version deal with the ordinary affairs of life: personal letters, tax-receipts, household accounts1,-in short, they
arose, and that was in Northern Africa.
For many centuries the Greek of the New Testa- represent 1a cross-section of the contents of your
ment presented a linguilsrtic conundrum. It differed waste-batsket. The papyri words, or more accuratein so many odd and curious ways from the Greek of ly, such of them as are to be found in the New Testathe Classical period (fifth and fourth centuries B. C.) ment, (and that means nine-tenths of the New Testaand from the literary works which were contempo- ment words), have been collected and edited bv
raneolliSJ with it that scholars devised no end of in- Moulton and MilJigan. 1 > There are other importai:i't
genious explanations. This was the time when men
1) The Vocabulary of the New Testament Illustrated from the
spoke of a special language of the Holy Spirit; they Non-Literary Papyri.
207
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works but the two mentioned reprel~ent the two usually chosen. Such a word was charis, "grace,"
which in the hands of Paul took on a new Christian
aspects of the vocabulary problem.
Now you wouldn't believe it, but the cream of it sense. As the apostle to the Gentiles and the proall fits nicely into your coat pocket, thanks to Alex- claimer of the universal Gospel he naturally makes
ander Souter. 2 > As you might suspect, there is noth,.. extensive use of this term. It is the word which more
ing of importance to learn about the meianing of ever than any other characterizes the scope (inclusion of
so many of the New Testament words. It's just a the Gentiles) and the nature (God's good pleasure)
matter of learning a corresponding English word. of the sia•lvation which Christ brought.
And so Souter simply gives one or two meanings for
The necessity of finding suitable Greek terms had
such words. But when he treats of pneuma, "·stJirit," been faced several centuries earlier by the translators
he doesn't hesitate to use a page and one-half of his of the Hebrew Old Testament. This translation, called
three-hundred pages, because tMs is an important the Septuagint, from the tradition that seventy scholword. And so the word for "son" occupies ne1arly a ars worked on it, furnished the New Testament writers
page, "flesh" the same space. That in a book where with precedents not only for individual words but for
most pages average twenty entries•. Space forbids whole phrases as well. Yet the Good News proclaimed
quotations, but this, chosen rather at random, for ·
by Christ and explicated by Paul and others, called for
morphe "form" is a fair sample:
further adaptation of current pagan words. This is
Implying essential character as well as outline. It
then the third feature of the vocabulary of the New
suggests unchangeableness, as contrasted with
Testament which Souter has incorporated in his
scheema, "figure," "fashion." In Phil. ii, 6 the reference is to the pre.:incarnate Christ with divine
Lexicon.
attributes.

Now turn to Philippians· in your English vers.ion and
note what a neat sermonic point you have. One more
sample. When Jesus sent forth his disciples on their
first missionary journey, Mk vi, 8, they were to take
"no wallet";
peera, a "bag" (to hold food, etc), "wallet," "travelling bag," perhaps especially a "collecting bag"
(such as beggar-priests of pagan cults carried).

Christ's emissaries do not travel first-clasis, but neither are they to demean themselves by begg1ary !
The method of the Pocket Lexicon h simple. The
author, an eminent New Testament scholar in his
own right, 3 > has taken the best and the pertinent
wherever he found it. What he siays of the Vocabulary of Moulton and Mi.Iligan might well be applied
to his own work. It "gives one in an extremely attractive form, gracefully concealing ;a ·srevere philological discipline unequalled in the world, all the
important lexical knowledge accruing from the
recent finds." A marvelous multum in paruo!
Pagan "Charis" Becomes Christian "Grace"
There is a third element in the vocabulary of the
New Testament of which we have not yet made mention. We have shown that a word must be considered in its hisitoriCJaJ perspective. The majority of
New Testament words were in constant use for nearly a thousand years prior to their use in the New
Testament. ,Secondly, we have ·sieen how that one
must take cogniz1ance of ·the current use of th<:> word,
as it was employed in daily intercourse at the time
when the New Testament was written. The third
factor is commonly de siignated the "Biblical" use of
a word. Under ·this classification several matters
fall, but in particular the study of how the New
Testament writers adapted pagan words, to their
purpose. There was no terminology ready to h1and
for the expression of specifically Christian ideas. The
Chris1tian message came with certain new ideas for
which either <a new word had to be coined or else a
word already in use had to he appropriated to express the new thought. The latter alternative was
1

2)

A Pocket Lexicon to the G1"eek New Testament, Oxford
Press, 114 Fifth Ave., N. Y., 1916; 298 pp.; $1.20.
The Text and Canon of the New Testament;
Noviim Testamentiim Graece (the Oxford text).

Univers~ty
3)

No Theology Without Grammar
The above caption will bring back to many a reader
memories of burdensome school and college tasks.
However poorly he may construe his Caesar, no boy is
so stupid that he doesn't know:
Latin is a language
At least it used to be,
It killed off all the Romans
And now it's killing me.
All are dead who ever wrote it,
All are dead who ever read it,
All will die who try to learn it,
Blessed death! they surely earn it.

That is only a poor imitation of Browning's:
He settled Hoti's businessi-let it be!Properly based OU:n Gave us the doctrine .a.f the enclitic De,
Dead from the waist down.

But I fear that there is no he1p for it. Faith without
works and theology without grammar are alike inconceivable.
Grammar need not be th~ ogre that many make of it.
My hint here is that you must provide yourself with a
serviceable grammar of the New Testament. By serviceable I mean something that costs under two dollars
and doesn't weigh more than a pound. A Short Syntax of New Testament Greek by H. P. V. Nunn fits
this description. 4 > This book is a model of brevity,
clarity, and adequacy.
Paul Shorey used to remark that most books should
have been articles and most articles should never have
been written. That was his way of asserting his refusal
to be oppressed by either the size or the multiplicity of
writings. Well, in one way or another every student
must formulate his own declaration of independence.
My own philosophy of the matter is that big books
have their place - on the shelf. They stand as a final
court of appeal. But for the routine business of study
give me ·s'Omethiing that I can hold and not grow faint.
Consider, what sort of English dictionary do you keep
ready to hand on your desk? Not the complete Oxford (13 volumes, 10 pounds each) nor yet our own
Webster, but an up-to-date abridgement.
4) Cambridge, 1931; 180 pp.; $1.50.
Macmillan & Co., N€w York.

Can be obtained through
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Every serious student of the Greek New Testament
will wish to own A. T. Robertson's A Grammar of
the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical
Research. That is the most comprehen!sdve ever published. Then, J. H. Moulton, A Grammar of New
Testament Greek, vol. i, Prolegomena, is aJso invaluable. This, by the way, is 1something of a pioneer
work whose value is 1altogether out of proportion to
its reJatively small size. Moulton's untimely death
in the Mediterranean during the World War cut short
an unu1s1Ually productive life 1and one which held
promise of greater things yet to come. These two

works would constitute
equipment.

a

minimum

syntactical

Clergy Fares and New Testament Greek
With the reduction in railroad rrutes clergymen
will .again be seen on our trains. To read while one
travels is the mark of the preacher, for which reason
the auto is ill-suited for his conveyance. \Vith Souter
in one pocket and Nunn in the other a man may p1ass
a most profitable afternoon and arrive at his destination with a new store of gold mined from the inexhau1s1tibJe riches of the Greek New Testament.

Philosophy and Orthodox Christianity
Cornelius A. Plantinga, A. M.
Graduate Student in Philosophy and Psychology at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina

HILOSOPHY according to Aristotle begins with
wonder. Thus the child wh(o wonders and inP
quires concerning everything about him is in principle
a philosopher, but only those who continue to wonder
and inquire after childhood has been left behind remain
philos'ophers. Most of us are satisfied with the traditional and conventional answers given to our childish
questions, evince a brief flare of discontent and unrest
at adolescence, and then settle down to a smug complacency for the rest of our lives. Such, however, is
not the stuff of which philosophers are made; and he
who has no problems can no more be made to appreciaate the need for philosophy, nor understand its task,
than a blind man can be made to understand color.
But while all philosophers must wonder and inquire,
that is, retain the child's interest and curiosity in the
world about them, it wQuld not do to turn the statement around and say that all who inquire about th:e
world are philosophers. Only those among the "wonderers" and inquirers about the world are philosophers
who fulfil certain conditions asl to the method they use
in seeking answers to their questions; but more important still as a criterion is the type of questions asked.
Philosophy, it has been said, is merely an unusually
persistent seeking after truth. As such it eschews all
methods of dealing with its problems which merely
get rid of them without solving them, such as, e. g.,
foil'ce or compromise. But in this respect it does not
differ from science, which is justly famed for its devotion to and persistent seeking after truth about the
world. And yet, we do wish to distinguish philosophy
from science.
Science and Philosophy
We may say, then, that philosophy and science are
each persistent in a different way in their search for
truth. Science is characterized by unfailing industry
in amassing an ever greater multitude of facts about
the world, and in constructing hypotheses which will
serve to organize the already discovered facts and,
ideally, prove to be fruitful for the discovery of further
facts. Science, like modern industry, is, however,
characterized by division of labor, so that we have
many sciences each dealing with a sphere, or better, an
aspect of the world. Thus the biologist is interested in
the characters of living things, the geologist in the
gross composition of the earth, etc. Because of these
differences in purpose, the various sciences must use

different methods and different criteria of truth. Because of this, in turn, the devotees of different sciences
develop widely differing types of mind. There is an
obvious lack of cooperation between the various
sciences. Science has become departmentalized, at its
worst almost compartmentalized. Even where two or
more sciences cooperate it is again in the interest of
discovering fact, each in its own domain.
Now, philosophy is also intensely interested in facts
but not in their discovery, which it is quite willing to
leave to science, nor is it interested in facts for their
own sake, but in the meaning of facts. The task of
philosophy may be regarded as the criticism or evaluation of facts. Moreover, philos;ophy differs from the
sciences also in that it is not interested irr any one type
of facts to the exclusion of others. It is catholic in its
interests, eagerly seeking the contributions of all the
sciences.
Meaning for the Whole
Several questions will perhaps arise, at this stage, in
the mind of a thoughtful reader. It has been asserted
that philosophy is interested in the meaning of the
facts presented by all the sciences. But what does
philosophy mean by "meaning''? Most meanings
seem to be meanings for something, and the same fact
may have different meanings for different things. Thus
the fact that I am sick means for my work that it will
accumulate and that part of it now may not be done
as thoroughly as I had wished; the same fact means
for my financial situation that I have incurred a debt
of some dollars for a physician's services, etc. On the
other hand, this illness may for my spiritual life mean
that I have in this period of enforced interruption of
my daily work spent more time in communion with
God and have thlus come to know and love Him more
than ever before.
We seem to mean by the meaning of a fact, then, its
significance for, or contribution to some larger and
more important whole. "What is this larger whole in
the case of philos:ophy?"
To what must a fact make some contribution, on
what must it shed some light, or for what must its
significance appear in order that philosophy should
feel satisfied that it has found the meaning of the fact?
This will be seen at once to be equivalent to the ques,_
tion, "What is the task or aim of philosophy?"
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We have already seen that this task consists ill! the
persistent search for the meanings of facts rather than
for the facts themselves. Now, we understand further
that we cannot be interested in the meanings without
being interested in that greater and more valuable
whole for which they have meaning. In the case of
philosophy this laiI'ger whole is our understanding of
the universe itself. Philosophy is interested in the
nature of the world as a whole, and thus inquires
about each fact, "What does it teach or signify regarding the nature of the world?"
It will be plain, then, whly philosophy, unlike any
particular science, is interested in all types of facts,
for each science has a limited aim, each asks a question
on which only some facts shed light, while philosophy
asks a question to which all facts make some
contribution.
Philosophy Critically Evaluates Its Categories
Although philosophly is interested in the nature of
the universe as a whole, it cannot attack this problem
directly, but only by the way of the study of certain
subsidiary problems. We must try firs,t to understand
certain fundamental aspects of the universe (technically called categories) such as time, space, causality,
individuality, value, and only thien can we seek to construct a view of the world. In other words, analysis
must precede synthesis; and in how far synthesis is
possible is itself an important philosophical problem.
These problems which philosophy studies are those
which, because of their apparent obviousness and simplicity, we commonly overlook. In every. . day life we
proceed as if we understand them, and it is true here
as it often is in social life that familiarity tends to
obscure. We daily speak in terms of time and space,
we thiink of one thing as the cause of another, but
rarely ask ourselves, What is time, space, or causality?
In fact even the scientist assumes that he knows what
these terms signify, and proceeds without critically
examining them. The philosopher, to the contrary,
is interested above all in the nature of these presuppositions or assumptions of every-day life and science,
because of the light th:ey throw on the nature of the
world. Philosophy criticizes or evaluates the categories of science.
It may now legitimately be asked whether we can
expect to find answers to the questions which philosophy proposes. May man not be incapable of dealing
with them? And, again, even if man should be able
to find some kind of answer to these questions, is this
difficult task worth-while? Is it not a vain and impractical speculation?

Has Philosophy Practical Value?
To the first question it behooves the philosopher to
take a very humble attitude, but he can at least say
this much with certitude, that it cannot be proved that
the task of philosophiy cannot be at least partially
accomplished. He is willing to grant that this task
will never be completed, but this is likewise true of
every really great and worth-while task. No unbiased
student can fail to note a distinct progress in philosophic achievement in the course of history. Philosophy, in addition to being a method of approach, now
also con'stitutes a very respectable body of knowledge.
Some progress toward an understanding of the nature
of the world has undoubtedly been made.
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To the Ref armed person who insists on the importance of dogma because of its effect on life, it ought
not to be difficult to show that philosophy is not impractical. Philosophy is interested in the nature of
things, and our knowledge of the nature of a thing at
least partially determines our attitude toward it. Indeed, how can the Christian who looks upon the uni·
verse as God's handiwork fail to be interested in its
ultimate nature? For the Christian sees the problem
of philosophy to be, "What hath God wrought!", and
his increasing understanding of the nature of God's
work will but serve to increase his wonder and adoration. Can he, then, still ask, "What is the use of
philosophy?"
The desire to understand the universe is a legitimate
demand of reason. It is grounded in human nature as
God originally created it. Adam understood the
nature of the animals which passed before him and
named them accordingly. But we can, I think, go
further and say not only that the attempt to fathom
the secrets of the world is legitimate, but also that it is
obligatory by divine command. This would seem to
follow directly from the Christian's conception of
philosophy to know God as revealed in all his works.
The little word "all" is exceedingly important in the
immediately preceding sentence.
Philosophy and the Realm of Value
So far we have represented philosophy as seeking
the meaning of scientific facts or intellectual experience alone, but that is very far from being the truth.
Philosophy is interested in the questions which arise
from the whole of the human spirit, thus also nonintellectual experience. The raw material of philosophy includes all "knowledge by acquaintance" of thie
universe, and seeks to give it intellectual form.
We learn of the nature of the universe not only
when we are engaged in theoretical pursuits, but in
practical life as well. Thus our moral and aesthetic
experiences reveal to us most important aspects; of the
universe. We directly experience that the world is such
that good and evil, beauty and ugliness may be found
and created within it. What the mathematician, the
chemist, and the physicist has to say about the world
is, in general, true enough, but it is only a part of the
whole truth. Whenever we experience remorse for
the evil we have committed, or sorrow as' the result of
the evil committed by others, or when we experience
satisfaction and delight upon contemplating beauty
either in nature or in art, or again when we are
"jar.red" and pained by the apprehensiorn of the inappropriate or ugly, then we are directly aware that
there is a great deal more to be said about the world
than science tells us.
Science deals with! only one realm of reality infinitely
complex and variegated to be sure, but nevertheless
only an abstraction. It describes to us the realm of
those phenomena in which certain regularities may be
discovered and formulated in more or less tentative
"laws." It is concerned with the description of what
"is."
The Realm of "Is" and "Ought-to-be"
But in addition to the realm of phenomena occurring
in accordance with natural law, there- is also a realm
"obeying'" quite different laws. In this realm we are
concerned with the "oughit" rather than the "is."
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While we may with certainty say how a man ought
to act, we may not be able to say how in fact he will
act. Again, when we hear the rendition of a musical
composition we may feel the disparity between what
it is and what it ought to be. We may formulate laws
for the "'oughit" as well as for the "is," i.e., we can set
up moral and aesthetic standards to which phenomena
must correspond to be good or to be beautiful. To
describe things merely in terms of natural law, to tell
us merely what they are, is to give us a one-sided picture of the world which can at best satisfy only the
intellect, but cannot satisfy the whole man. We must
also view things in terms of what thiey ought to be.
We must evaluate the degree to which they approach
or fail to approach certain standards of excellence.
Their quality of being good or bad, ugly or beautiful,
etc., is as truly al] aspect of things as is size, shape, or
colOir. Only an explanation of phenomena in terms; of
value as well as of fact can completely satisfy.
We thus have a moral and aesthetic view of the
world as well as a purely intellectual one. Now, it is
never thJe business of philosophy to criticize such immediate experience, in the sense of denying or minimizing it, but only to clarify, and interpret it in the
light of all our experience, and to exhibit in explicit
scientific form what may be merely implicit in this
experience. That is to say, in our experience of beauty
and of morality we a:re not fully conscious of what this
experience means or tells us about the nature of the
world. Moral and aesthetic experience is of ten clearly
felt but not clearly understood. We are often only
dimly aware of its significance, and in our every-day
interpretations of this experience we are not always
thoroughly consistent. Philosophiy, then, seeks a clear,
consistent, and thorough interpretation of also these
phases of human life because th:ey have a most important contribution to make to our total view of the
world.
Philosophy and Religion
But the most important among our non-intellectual
experience is undoubtedly found in our religious consciousness. That it is predominantly a non-intellectual but rather a felt experience is clear to those acquainted with it, but is also evident from the fact that
its strength and its integrity is very little dependent on
individual intellectual ability.
That our religious
experience nevertheless implies a view of the world is
no less certain.
In every religion man feels himself to stand in some
relation of inferiority to and dependence on some
higher force or forces to which moral attributes are
usually ascribed. In the more developed religions this
force or these forces are usually conceived as having
personality, as being the source of man's moral standards, as punishing him or rewarding him in accordance
with his failure or success in measuring up to these
standards, and usually also as in some sense controlling the world as a whole with a wisdom far exceeding
man's comprehension. So much man may leaTn from
God's general revelation.
When we come to Christianity, a much more complete and adequate view of the world appears, for now
God has revealed himself much more adequately in
His Word and in His Son. The Christian religious ex-

perience is determined by this special revelation, and
thus implies a very definite view of the world which
we may call Christian Theism.
But it is abundantly clear that God did not reveal
Himself to us primarily for our intellectual satisfaction, or, since we believe that the purpose of revelation lies within God Himself rathier than in us, we
should say that God did not reveal Himself to us so
that He should be glorified primarily through our
intellectual understanding of Him. To the contrary,
God's revelation addresses itself more directly to our
feeling and moral apprehension. We are brought to
see that we stand in a relation to God which is more
adequately characterized as primarily a moral than
an intellectual one, for we are guilty before Him, reconciled to Him, in Christ His chiildrem
Scripture and Philosophy
These relations are plainly not predominantly intellectual. And yet moral relations cannot be completely
divorced from intellectual comprehension. We cannot love God without knowing something of Him, we
cannot be reconciled to Him without knowing the way
of salvation. Accordingly, Scripture does also address
itself to our intellect, and the importance of knowledge
of God and His wOiI'k is stressed throughout.
It is the task of philosophy also here to draw out
what is dimly felt and suggested in the religious consciousness into plain and logically consistent form, and
to collate this knowledge of God and His creation with
what we have been able to learn from the general revelation. Only thus can an adequate view of the world
be attained. It is plain, then, that only the Christian
can attain to a true philosophy, for only he accepts the
personal testimony of the Creator regarding Himself
and the world which! is the work of His hands. All
others leave out the most important evidence and thus
are doomed to error or hopeless inadequacy in their
account of the nature of the universe.
God's special revelation can mean nothing to the unbeliever. It must remain a closed book to him because even if he should intellectually accept what the
Scriptures state and should seek to fathom the significance of Christ, he would fail to understand. Only the
child of God, enlightened by His Spirit, can grasp this
all-important testimony and incorporate it into an
adequate philosophical account of the world.

·---THE LENS
With fierce intensity that is diffused
Like waves of sunlight spreading over stone,
Desires ebb and flow in ceaseless tides
Through blood and bone.
The mind must serve as crystallizing lens
To unify vague impulse and desire:
A focal point to concentrate the force
Of sea ttered fire.
MILDRED REITSEMA.
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THE CRUCIFIXION
~

By Dewey Westral

After Da Costa

Oh! How dreary - how distressing,
Bosom-rending- soul-oppressing,
Was that awful moment when
Christ, the Perfect Lamb, was offered
And redemption's Price was proffered
For mankind enslaved to sin I

When the Lamb of God, Most Holy,
'Neath His cross ascended slowly
To the hill of Golgotha,
Plodding thru that weary distance,
Reft of every friend's assistance,
'Neath our sin's anathema!

When the Evil One - unchai:p.ed On the Guileless, the Unstained,
In his rage, his fury fell,
When the Christ for His elected
Bowed His: head, despised, rejected,
Bearing all the pangs of hell!

·when that bitter draught was given
And the brutal nails were driven
Thru His livid hands and feet,
And they lifted Him, the Glorious,
Twixt the base, the mal-notorious,
All man's whetted scorn to meet!

When, from all His own absented,
He -in sore distress - lamented
In Gethsemane's dark night,
Where the Easter moon ascending
On our Lord - in sorrow bending,
Shed its melancholy light I

When that one, his venom nursing,
Turned on Him with bitter cursing
For His patient, voiceless woe,
When in deep self-abnegation
He forgave the fulmination
Of the multitude below!

When that veriest of traitors
To his plotting instigators
With! a kiss betrayed his Lord,
When that rabble pressed around Him,
The Defenseless One - and bound Him
At the point of spear and sword!

When the man without transgression,
In Whom sin ne'er found expression,
With heart-broken agony,
Cried in His great desolation,
"God, 0 God of My salvation,
Wbiy hast Thou forgotten Me?"

When Sanhedrin in derision
Cast that infamous decision,
Spat upon Him, at Him sneered,
Him, the Judge of all creation,
Whom with humble veneration
Father Abraham revered!

Veil your eyes, Ye high spectators!
Angel hosts, His venerators,
Be forever mystified!
Hear, 0 Earth, with mortal terror,
Hear it, sinners - lost in error How for you His soul is tried !

When that craven, Pontius Pilate,
Durst condemn the Truth inviolate
Whilst he set a felon free,
When upon the rabble's urging
He delivered Him to scourging
And to death upon the tree!

Know ye that in His1 affliction
Lies your hope, your benediction,
Lies your claim to Paradise!
Though it fill your souls with sadness
Yet make room for joy- for gladness Your redemption doth arise!

When the thorn-crowned Son of David,
Robed in scorn by these depraved
From the inner court was led,
There to bear the taunts of Jewry,
Hear their cries for blood, their fury
Poured upon His sacred head!

He, The Crucified, The Smitten,
He, The Bruised, The Serpent Bitten
Is the Conqueror of Hell,
Is the Founder of Creation,
Is the Bringer of Salva ti on,
Is the God of Israel!
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--Yea, all peoples, come beholding
Love's great mystery unfolding,
Sons of men, observe with fear,
'Tis God's word here vindicated,
'Tis His will here demonstrated,
His decree enacted here!

Oh! How dreary, how distressing,
Bosom-rending, soul-oppressing,
Was that terrifying hour,
When the Son poured out His being,
Shed His lifeblood for the freeing
Of mankind from Satan's power!

For the guilt of His elected,
Lost in sin, to death subjected,
God His only Son doth ban,
In the selfsame moment showing
All His wrath at evil doing
And His love for fallen man!

Stand in awe! The earth is quaking!
Rocks are rending! Saints awaking!
CHRIST, THE MIGHTY SAVIOR DIES!
Lo! The veil within the temple
Tears in twain as an ensample
Of re-opened Paradise!

He, th:e Just, for sin's infraction
Needs must have full satisfaction
But the blood makes sinners free.
Truth and grace here meet together,
Peace and justice kiss each other
As foretold in prophecy !

Golgotha, thou sawest that wonder,
How the Sun of suns went under,
How the day was turned to night!
But that night will soon be lifted,
And when all th~ clouds are rifted,
Then our hope will turn to sight!

Hence the Word was born of Mary,
Heaven-sent on earth to tarry,
Root and Branch of David's line!
Came to serve us, came to suffer,
Came - Himself for us to offer,
Came upon the cross to pine!

Lo ! Fulfilled is every token,
Every word by prophet spoken,
Justice has been satisfied!
All our hideous wounds are healed,
All our sordid sins concealed,
Satan's dream has been denied!

There He hung, reproached, derided,
There His raiment was divided
'Mongst the mocking soldiery!
There endured He gTief unspoken,
There His loving heart was broken
By man's thankless perfidy;!

Ah! The Cross shall be my glory !
All my song! And all my story,
"Christ has borne the curse for me!"
Christ has paid for my transgression!
Christ has placed me in possession
Of Jehovah's clemency!

Ah! What woe His woes engender
In those women weak and tender
Who from far partake His pain !
Ah! What tears! What bitter weeping,
For the Shepherd, in Whose keeping
They confided, has been slain !

Blessed - all on Him believing !
Blessed -· all His grace receiving!
Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove,
Oh, inspire my heart to singing,
Oh, inspire my soul to bringing,
Him my whole, my perfect love!

At the cross stood Jesus' mother,
Without Son now, and a shudder
Of despair transfixed her soul !
Oh, ye Heavens! Ne'er did anguish
Such as made that poor heart languish
Over human bosom roll!

Praise - 0 Zion - Praise Jehovah!
Earth an'.d all, sing, "Hallelujah!"
With a new song's swelling tide!
PRAISE HIM
CONQUEROR OF EVIL!
PRAISE HIM - SAVIOR OF HIS PEOPLE!
PRAISE YOUR· KING - THE CRUCIFIED!
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BOOK REVIEWS
A SUCCESSFUL BIBLE ROMANCE?

A Romance of Abraham and the Ancient
Near East. By John Clover Monsma. Zondervan, Grand
Rapids, 1935. Cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.00.

THE SHEPHERD KING.

is a historical romance, based upon the life of Abraham
T HIS
as told in Genes'iS', chapters 12 to 22, with fiction added to
make a story. It begins with the journey to Egypt, and ends
with the expulsion of Ishmael. The first scene is laid at the
"Brook of Egypt," the small stream, or ravine, (here called a
wady, the modern Arabic term) which 'isi the southwestern boundary of Palestine. Here Abraham has an encounter with an
Amalekite chieftain, who threatens to make war on him, but is
overcome by kindnessi. In Egypt '()Ccurs the abduction of Sarah
by the king, with imaginative details, among which is a needless and objectionable scene descr'ibing how she is inspected by
the chief eunuch. Abraham does wonderful things, especially in
rescuing a young girl about >to be offered as a sacrifice to the
Nile. Later he makes peace between Pharaoh and a rebellious
vassal, whereupon the former rewards him by giving back his
wife, at the same time telling him to leave the country.
Among the presents of Pharaoh to Abraham on this occasion
is Hagar, an Egyptian princess, who has been reduced to a
state of bondage. W'ith her coming the trouble begins, and the
plot of the story is woven largely around her relations to Abraham and Sarah. In her presence Abraham's heart flutters like
that of an impresisfonable boy, for all his seventy-five years.
After the return of Sarah, he gives Hagar to her to be her maid,
but love-making between him and Hagar continues, and
th'is makes constant friction. The succeeding incidents, the
trouble between the herdsmen, leading to the separating of Abraham and Lot, the taking of Sodom, and the defeat of the allied
kings by Abraham and his little army, are told as in the Bible,
although, of course, with much embellishment. So also Sarah's
giving Hagar to Abraham as a secondary w'ife, hoping thus to
obtain a son for herself, the flight of Hagar and her return, the
birth of Ishmael and later of Isaac. The story ends with a conspiracy of Hagar's whereby she induces two hundred horsemen
from Egypt to come, with the plan of abducting Samh and
Isaac, that Hagar and Ishmael may remain in control of the
situation. Here the author seems to have missed an opportunity. The plan fails and Hagar is expelled, but the .two events
are not brought into connection with one another. The Egyptians who were intended to kidnap Sarah and Isaac merely are
frightenedl by the unlooked-for aippearance of Abraham at prayer
upon a hill top, and decamp. So it ends rather lamely. If the
consp'iracy had been discovered and Hagar had been expelled in
consequence thereof, there would have been more of a climax.
The tale is interesting, which isi a prime merit in a historical
romance.
So far as the story is concerned with th'ings told in the Bible,
the author ·has ad1hered closely to the record. Only here and
there is what he writes out of harmony with the narrative,
whether deliberately or inadvertently we cannot tell. Thus in
the very first pages one of the shepherds speaks of Beersheba as
a place they have left, but that name was not given to it until
much later (Gen. 21 : 31). Abraham is repreoonted as th'inking
it out of the question fo make Eliezer his heir (p. 54) but in the
Bible this was his plan (Gen. 15 :2). In the story, Isaac's birth
took place at Hebron, but it really was at Beersheba (Gen. 20: 1).
The descripfions of places, customs, etc., seem generally true
to life, as we now know these things through archreological research; but here, also, there are some exceptions. Thus, Ur of
the Chaldees is spoken of as on the right (that is, the western)
bank of the Euphrates. It is now believed that it was on the
eastern bank, the course of the river having been changed 'in the
centuries since Abraham. The cities Sodom and Gomorrah are
spoken of as located at the northwestern tip of the Dead Sea.
That view has its drefenders, but since the discoveries of Dr.
Melvin Grove Kyle, told in his book, Explorrotions in Sodom, there
can remain but little doubt that they were situated at the south214

ern end, on territory since covered with water. The book speaks
of the Egyptians knowing how to use the "Syrian language," but
one wonders what is meant by that, since that term appears
first in the Bible in II Kings 18:26, many centuries later. In
Abraham's time the country later known as Syria was largely
Hittite. The priests of Egypt are perhaps correctly portmyed
in Mr. Monsma's book, but 'it certainly is funny to have them
protest against Abraham's own religious ritesi as "idolatrous
practices."
One of the severest tests of a writer of fiction is the portraycl
of character. Especially does the value of a story dealing with
B'ible times depend largely upon the question whether the reader
gains a better understanding of the chief personalities and circumstances involved, as a result of the author's imagination. To
some extent this is ·true of the circumstances, so far as th'is
book is concerned, and it is true also, for the most part, of the
hero of the tale, Abraham. Particularly is this the case when
he deals with men; but not when he deals with Sarah and
Hagar. The love scenes between him and the latter, especially,
seem rather to lower h'im. I do not like this feature of the
book. Sarah, however, fares much worse at the author's hand\s.
As set before us in this book, she i& a petulant, unreasonable,
and wholly unattractive person. She has no sympathy with her
husband's religious faith (until her conversion, late in the ·story)
and is quite devo'id of the common sense, judgment, and personal
dignity of a woman of her age and position. She is a regular
Xantippe, who at one time calls her husband "a pure and unblemis1hed fool." The biblical Sarah really deserves better treatment at the hands of a writer of h'istorical fiction. She ranks
among the heroines of faith in Hebrews 11, and by St. Peter is
called one of the holy women, who was especially a model in relation to her husband. There is nothing in Genesis to justify such
an estimate of her as is here given.
One of the most serious criticisms to which this book is open is
the very inferior quality of the literary workmansh'ip. Reading,
on one of its pages, that some one "sensed" an unusual situation,
I turned to a dictionary, to see whether this use of the word
"sense" as a verb was legitimate. I found it recognized!, but
with the comment: "Colloquial, United States." This is just
the word for the whole style of the book. It 'is not cultured and
literary English; i.t is "Colloquial United States," and that of a
low order. Hence locutions like the following are liberally
sprinkled on its pages: "Nobody was getting anywhere" (p.
17); "Now go to 'it" (p. 20); "They just hated the sight" (p.
87) ; "Just any time " now (p. 88). Abraham is "wild" about a
bit of Hagar's cooking (p. 125). Hagar is "a little chunk of
exquisite sweetness" (p. 153). Melchizedec distributes "eats
and drinks" to Abraham's army. Abraham holds Sarah's hand
"kind of firmly" (p. 128); but his humor is "sort of forced." As
to Pharaoh, "what a wives and concubines he had!" (p. 68).
Abraham is "completely flabbergasted" at Sarah's unexpected
appearance upon the scene (p. 229), etc., etc. In l'ine with this
is the author's fondness for the word "confounded." The water
was "confoundedly tepid" (p. 48). Sarah was "confoundedly
haughty" (p. 73). The battle in Abraham's bosom was "confoundedly foolish" (p. 84). Abraham calls Eliezer "you confounded Damascene" (although the poor man had dbne nothing
to deserve it), Hagar is "that confounded girl" (this time with
more reason), etc., etc., until one tires of the vulgarity of it.
Why should a man write this way, of a great character like
Abraham? We can get along very well without the pedantry
sometimes found in historical fiction, wherein people of ancient
times are made to talk antique English, but why not let Abraham speak in such a language as moderately educatedl and cultured people use? He was a gentleman in his own day, why
should he be made a boor in !Jhe story? I do not remember ever
having read a book of this kind in which the language used was
prevailingly so poor in itSI l'iterary quality. In short, to use for
once the author's diction, I am "completely flabbergasted" at the
author's English, and consider it "just awful."
ALBERTUS PIETERS.
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WHAT IS FORM-CRITICISM?
By M. Dibelius. A translation of
the second revised edition of "Die Fofl'mgeschichte des Evangeliums."
London, Ivor Nicholson and Watson, 1934.
311 pages.

THE BACKGROUND OF THEl EPISTLES.

FROM TRADITION TO GOSPEL.

} T WAS in 'the year 1908 that the author introduced his The
Background of the Gospels toi the English reading public.
That work hasi been regarded as classic by IlllfillY N. T. scholars.
Indeed, there is perhaps in the English language no single volume that portrays more adequately the historical and literary
setting of the Gospels. It is a goldmine of information. It is
therefore not suTprising that scholars have urged Dr. Fairweather to follow this first volume with ia second on the background of the epistles. He finally yielded to the friendly
promptings of his admirer, Principal D. S. Cairns, of the Church
of Scotland College, Aberdeen. As a result we have this volume
before us now.
The book is timely. "Back to Jesus" has beeri inscribed upon
the banner of many a Bible student in recent years. The implication is, of course, that the apostolic presentation of the
Christian truth is out of line, and perhaps even contrary to the
simple message that flowed so eloquently from the mouth and
life of Jesus. Such disparagement has never been demonstnated. Indeed, the presumption is on the side of the position
that the early Christian leaders were most competent to interpret the Gospel for and to apply it to the believers of their own
day. There is a sane movement in that direction discernible.
And in giving the proper historical, literary, religious, and doctrinal perspective to the N. T. Epistles this volume comes as an
indli'lpensable aid to that movement.
Prart One constitutes an historical section in which the readers are treated to a rapid bird's eye view of the Grreco-lli:>man
and the Jewish world. This section is not a mere enumeration
of t>vents, but an attempt to reflect the Greek and the Roman
world spirits as they were manifested in their political, social,
and ethical life. The historical picture of the Jewish world in
Palestine and in the Dispersion is less indispensable since it has
been adequately covered in The Background of the Gospels and
offers no important additional material here.
Part Two is an excellent contribution relative to the literary
background of the Epistles. The author aims to show us the
relation to and the influence upon the Ep'istles of the O. T. writings, the Post-canonical litemture, and the Roman and Greek
authors. This section strikes me as being a bit unbalanced.
Too much is made of the background of the Post-canonical writings, whereas the impress of the 0. T. upon the Ep'istle receives
but scant notice. A mere casual perusal of the Epistles brings
one repeatedly face to face w'ith the O. T.
The religious background is the subject of Part Three. It is,
I believe, the most fruitful of the various parts contained in
this volume. There is an exceptionally fine analys'is of the
Greek religious thought. This is followed by ia presentation of
the Roman, the Mystery, and the Parsi religions. The section
closes with a somewhat meagre portrayal of the religion of
Israel.
The doctrinal background finds expression in Part Four. After a brief discussion of the iiact of sin, Fairweather gives us a
worth-while presentation of the fact of Christ and of the Sp'irit.
The book is not technical and can be used with pleas1Ure and
profit by any intelligent Bible student. It will aid in removing
the Epistles from the realm of the abstilact and place them in
real concrete historical situations. And there 'is where they
must be placed, if one is to receive an intelligent appreciation
of the precious heritage.
If I may be so bold, I would like to suggest an item or two.
There was no literlary background of the Epistles that had a
more potent influence in shaping them than the 0. T. That is
insufficiently acknowledged. Then, too, there was no religi-0us
background! that so colored and determined the spirit of the
Epistles as the teachings of Jesus. This matter receives too
little aittention. F'inally, there was working back of this all an
intangible spirit in the Christian community and in the hearts
of individuals that gave under the direction of the Spirit Divine
the occasion and the character of the N. T. writings. This
should not have been so completely suppressed.
H. S.

"THE term Formgesch~chte has become familiar to biblical
scholar::i in recent years, but of these probably few are
aware that Dibelius is responsible for the term, and is b-Oth the
pioneer and the best exponent of the method." So wrote Woolf,
his tnanslator. Whether Dibelius deserves creddt for the term
may be questioned. As the author himself declares, Norden in
1913 gave to his book, Agnostos Theos, the subsidiary title,
Researches in the Formgeschichte of religious language. But
he certainly deserves to be recognized as the first and best. exponent of this method applied to N. T. literary study. He w:as
soon followed by Rudolf Bultmann, a Barthian of the left wing,
in his Die Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition, but the conclusions of the latter have been exceedingly negative. In America F. C. Grant has placed himself at the head of the Formgeschichte enthusiasts when his The Growth of the Gospel appeared.
Now, what is this form-criticism which is today recognized as
the best method of the literary criticism school? Dibelius' formulation answers that question iadequately. Here it is', "The method
of Formgeschichte has a twofoldi objective. In the first place,
by reconstruction and analysis, it seeks to explain the origin of
the tradition ab-Out Jesus and thus, to penetrate into a period
previous to that in which our gospels and their written sources
were recorded. But it has a further purpose. It seeks to make
clear the intention and real interest of the earliest tradition."
In short, it is an attempt to trace the various forms in which
the Gospel appeared from the time it left the life and teaching
of Jesus up to the written forms in which it now appears before
us in the N. T.
Dr. Dibelius works out a very plausible case for the position
that the first form assumed by the Gospel was homiletiaal in
character. The disciples in handing down the sayings and history of Jes us had a missionary purpose and used preaching as
a means of spreading abroad that which they possessed as a
recollection.
Now, in analyzing this narrative material the author found
three categories. They were paradigms, tales, and legends.
With great cleverness the writer presents his evidence for the
position that much of the N. T. once appeared in paradigm
form. The stories about Jesus: and the preaching of the Master were "rounded.I-off." They were independent units that
became separate reports and that were abbreviated in the interest of memory and the oral method of transferring them.
Furthermore, the motive of the retention and propagation of
such reports being religious, they became colored in a "realistic
unworldly manner." The author candidly acknowledges: that
such changing of form may materially affect their trustworthiness.
Besides the paradigms there were also the tales. These are
the product of the story teller, who stood beside the preacher as
the transmitter of the gospel. Though the p;a.radigms had the
tendency of becoming more succinct, the tales had a vitality
about them that manifested itself in elaborate growth. Most of
the miracles 1are placed in this class. They have little or no historical value in ascertaining the life and teaching of Jesus.
The author finds also legendary forms. The birth and death
111arratives represent that type. They are religious accounts
such as are frequently associated with' the saints. The term,
legend, itself does not raise the question of the historicity of the
record so labelled. They were developed upon the periphery of
the Gospel tradition. They may have facts as their starting-point.
· The author continues th'is really interes:ting volume by indicating that in the Rabbinic, Greek, and Patristic literature one
can find numerous a.nalogies of just such forms as he claims to
have found in the Gospels.
I have found no simpler statement of form-criticism than in
this volume. We have it here in its pfoneer form and it is readily understandable to any one who can read English. It should
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be read by those who desire to be abreast of a method of N. T.
scholarship that will und'ou:btedly affect materially the conclusions of scholars relative to the genuineness of the various sections of the Gospels.
It is certainly not a reassuring form of investigation for those
who prefer to keep the Scriptures intact. There can be no question but what the words and the record of •the life of Jesus underwent changes as they were carried through the three or four
decades from the time of Jesus until their appearance in the
gospel-form as we have them. But 'to• assume th1at such changes
materially affected the content of the Gospel denies the Spirit's
work in the preservation of the truth and opens the door for
all sorts of subjective vagaries.

H. S.
GOOD SERMONS
THE GOSPEL OF SALVATION.

By Rev. Peter Van Dyk.

Zonder-

vam, Grand Rapids, 1935.
Reverend _Peter Van Dyk, minister of the Prospect Park
T HEChristian
Reformed church of Paterson, New Jersey, has
done a goodl work 'in publishing this volume of eight sermons.
They are good sermons. They open the Scripture passages (one
Old Testament and seven New Testament texts) on which they
are based. Their emphasis is soteriological; their tone is spiritual; their cast is practical. One rises from their reading with
a sense of true edification. The volume derives the name from
the first sermon.
The book will affordl gratification to such among us as not
only delight in listening to sermons at church, but also relish
reading sermons at home. Sermonic literature is not as popular
as once it was. But it might well be more popular than it is
today. The mere fact that sermons are preachedl on Sunday is
no good reason why sermons should never be read during the
week. Real sermons are a beautiful blend of theological instruction, devotional insp'iration, and spiritual direction. If one
feasts on such sermons on Sunday, it would seem natural that
he should long for such a homiletical d~sh in the midst of his
week-day labors and struggles.
This desire w'ill be particularly strong if the Christian be confined to his home on the Lord's day and must forego the delights
of God's House. The volume under discussion will meet a real
need upon such an occasion, and will meet it well. There is an
advantage in reading a sermon over hearing one over the radio,
ia11l other things being equal.
One can conveniently tarry at
some delightful passage and ponder and meditate before continuing one's journey thru the sermon, if the sermon be in print.
Vacant congregations Will surely welcome this book of sermons
and thank the author for his part in contributing to the satis:f:action of their homiletical needs.
The book is put up in good form. The jacket is drab, particularly in contrast with the bright recll color of the binding.
Why Rev. Peter Van Dyk on the jacket and the title-page, and
s'imply Peter Van Dyk on the front cover? The proof-reader
should have done better work.
S. VOLBEDA.

POETRY AND CHILDHOOD

Bu Walter De Lei Mare.
New York, Macmillan, 1.935. $5.00.

EARLY ONE MORNING IN THE SPRING.

IT IS difficult to describe this book since it falls into none of
of the usual classifications. It is an anthology of writings
by children and about children, but much more than an anthology. It is a tr-eatis·e on child psychology, but it is written by a
poet, not a psychologist. If you enjoy the formidable writings
of child psychologists, those strange men who measure personality in mathematical percentages and describe aspiration as the
s-ecretion of a ductless gland, you had: best leave this book alone.
For in all his 600 pages Mi". De La Mare reaches no conclusions
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concerning child behaviour, nor does ·he offer any suggestions as
to child guidance. What is more, the book is not even easy
reading, for the style is richly allusive, as might be expected
of the style of a poet.
What; is this book then? Why was it written? And why
should anyone Wish to read it? It was written, I take it, because
Mr. De La Mare loved child:ren, and its readers must be likeminded. To love children as personalities in their own right,
whose friendship and companionship we enjoy, without condesoonsion or undue concern for the adult they are to become that is a thing which has become common only during the last
hundred years. To be sure, this general point of view has
always been implicit in Ch1istianity, since Christ taught, "Except ye become as little child:ren," and "Of such is the kingdom of heaven." But it was not until the beginning of the
nineteenth century after these words that their appreciation of
children was made explicit by Rousseau and the Romantic movement which he so largely fath-ered. The Romantics preferred
children to adults because they were less artificial and spoiled;
to their enthusiasm for childhood: we owe our modern child psychology, our modern literature for and about children, OUT' modern "painless" methods of education - in short, that whole
quickening of interest in and appreciation of childhood which
has made this, as it never was before, a child's world:. What
this change has meant can best be understood after reading
Mr. De La Mare's third chapter, in which he describes, briefly
and yet at sufficient length to make even a hardened reader's
blood run cold:, what was the actual legal and economic status of
childhood before the Romantic leaven had done its work.
Loving children, Mr. De La Mare approaches them with the
intuitive understanding of a poet. In Early One Morning in
the Spring - which must have been a labor of love over a period
of many years - he has collected and classified more or less
roughly not only his thoughts about child:ren, but the thoughts
of a host of other adults who have delighted to remember their
own childhood, and the thoughts and writings of a great company of children themselves. All this is enriched by his own
penetrating comments, andi by some twenty portraits of famous
children who figure in the text, of which that of Jane Austen at
the age of perhaps ten, and that of Emerson, a boy of about
four on his mother's lap, are -espec'ially fine. There are chapters
on children's reactions to clothes, and to food; to play, and to
school; on their fears, and their happiness; a ,particularly interesting chapter on conscience in chlldren, and a chapter on childish conceptions of sin. All this, not in hasty generalizations, of
which the author doubts both the value and the validity, but as
it is found in the experience of individual children.
But I myself found the most fascinating part of the book to
be the third part, which deals not with adult memories of childhood but With the self-revelation of childhood itself in its journals, letters, stories, and verse. Here I first met Marjorie
Fleming, who lived to be only eight years old, but who was so
lovable a person that her life is in the Dictionary of National
Biography and her journals and: letters have been published and
re-pubishecli- if you read Mr. De La Mare's quotations you
will cease to wonder at this because you yourself will fall so
completely under the spell -of her personality. Here are hilarious
selections from Jane Austen's childish attempts at fiction. Here
are childish verses by Kingsley, Shelley, Ruskin, Eli:llabeth
Barrett, Christina Rossetti, and dthers. And here, in a final
chapter entitled "Achievement," are three poems which rank
among the world's greatest: Poe's1 "To Helen," written at fourteen; Wordsworth's sonnet "Calm is all nature as a resting
wheel," written at 16; Blake's "How sweet I roamed: from field
to field," written at 14. These three stand .as a final epilogue,
at it were; a last convincing demonstration that children are
people, and well worth the attention of Mr. De La Mare and
his readers.
MARIANNE Vos RADIUS.

